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Israel AmlnssKdor to the Philippines Moahe Raviv and his wife yesterday ask Viet-

namese refugees stranded on the freighter Tong An in Manila Bay If they wish to be
nawttle&ln Israel. (Mixed Feelings— page 3) tupi tciepbotoi
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Nationwide alert, IL100,000 reward

as Ramie escapees remain at large““yiC
erahip^

30ING*. ByYORAMBAR
1 to fit Jerusalem Post Reporter
linS close

’ TEL AVIV. — Police have declared
'coming,^ a nationwide alert, and posted a
e«*ip bti>: ILlOOvOOO reward for information
1 a pw£ leading' to the capture of any of the
-e

- eight prisoners who escaped from
: some

jn t
Ramie jail on Monday night.

quaung
a). jj,#

-

escaped convicts are still

* believed to be ta the country- Oie

authorities said.
soiUiemt Police chief inspector Hahn
lly 4130 ofe Tavorl has cancelled all vacations
mericanj* &ad offered the reward
I0US. > .

•
• .

At a special meeting of the police

district commanders, Rav-Nltxav
Tavori said .that all available .man-
power wlll.be used including border
police.- Policemen throughout the

country will work in two ahifta of 12

hours each until -foe^ escapees are
captured, he said.

'

Intensifiedpolice activity was evi-

^ good tt

v devfliopm

rf the UAi
Mediwpa;
blind it tot

‘new" elem

rdlyanlmpi

now beugj

Tel Aviv, Jaffa, Haifa, Acre and
Nazareth.
The eight escapees include five

convicted murderers who were ser-

ving life terms. The first, and only,

people who have reported seeing
them since the prison break said
they were armed with a gun. This
was stated by a taxi cab driver
whose cab they commandeered
minutes after the break, and his

passengers.
Police have warned that all eight

are dangerous. While the IL100.000

reward for information has been
posted, members of the public have
been urged not to try to apprehend
them, lrat rather to contact police
Immediately.
Anyone who has details that might

help police in finding the escapees
has been asked to call a special

telephone number, 02-271166, or to

contact the nearest police station.

./ Scares of telephone calls reporting
auspicious movements of peopleetfeldiwn dent yesterday all over Israel. . —

.

r — — . ....
taqtOB Port." anvils jpfirtfttWere r reached police search headquarters

seen
1

searching villages between in Jerusalem yesterday.

m Hadera ajid Afl^ SpeciaJptriice ac- Tat-zdtzav Tehoshua Caspi, ap-

tlvity waS aluwevident In the areas of pointed on Tuesday to head the

search for the escapees, told The
Jerusalem Post that he believes that
the escapees are still in Israel.

Despite this. Caspi said, Israel has
alerted police forces abroad and
given them a description of the es-

capees.
While the police search .for the

eight dangerous prisoners, the
special committee of senior Prisons
Authority officers appointed’ by
Interior Minister Tosef Burg Is con-
tinuing to investigate the cir-

cumstances of the escape. It will pre-

sent its conclusions to the minister
tomorrow.
The chief warden of Ramie prison,

8gan Guilder David Peri, told The
Jerusalem Post that he was in the
prison during the breakout but he in-

sisted that he couldn't be blamed for

the oversight that allowed the escape
because he couldn't be expected per-
sonally to check all 800 locks on the
prison cells, be said.

“In my opinion," Perl said, the
safety rules ware perfectly ade-
quate. The fault lies with the man
who had to count the prisoners when
they returned to their cells."

MK linked to alleged wine fraud
By/SHLOMO MAOZ

Jerusalem Post Reporter
••• MK Tebezkel Zakai yesterday ae-

Ncuaed * fellow Knesset member,
jyFessah Crupper, of covering up a

i massive fraud — Involving millions
of pounds — in thwVtatuers Assoda-
tion. He said tbit. be wanted the
police and foe Attorney-General to
investigate foe association's affairs.

In a press conference called at the
Knesset yesterday, Zakai (an Align-

ment MK) claimed that an internal

report prepared by the association

has revealed that its former presi-

dent. Dr. Slyakim Ostashlnaky, had.
taken some TL2m. from foe associa-

tion without seeking its permission,
and without providing an explana-
tion.

e’ev Almog named new OCNavy
By HIRSH .GOODMAN

Post hpUtaryGornspondeiit
Tat-Ahd! Ze-'ev Almog has - been

i named the new commander of the

jfc* Israel Navy. Hla appointment will go
jf Into effect on Friday, when he will be

promoted to foerankofaluf (major-

i general) •
. ; ':X ;

’5 Almog has effectively been in
.c charges of the" navy since. Aluf
b Michael Baricai wenttm trial for sex-

i u&Ily assaulting a‘ female non- *

,, commissioned' officer; _

~

j

Almog was thre
1

of : several
.
can-

.

l didates for the Job. Before becoming
l deputy commander of-the navy, he
was ta charge of theRed Sea arena.
The decisionwasmadeby Defence

: 'J*’* j
- Minister Beer Weizman an&Chlef of— -

- ^ Staff Rafaal Etian yesterday after-

noon. On Tuesday night the two had
decided to fire Borkal from his post,

- r>w despite the fact that the forma: navy
- commander had been acquitted of
the charges against him on a
technicality.

. Almog has in Ore past commanded
foe ’sue frogmen unit and Israel's

3j largest naval base, in Haifa. He la a

J,
graduate -of a naval command
college in foe 12. 8.. and was attached

..
to the lairaei;' National Defence

:
College.

.

• • «

Ze’ev. Almog, named OC Navy
yesterday, is seen in a rare 1967
photograph taken in
Portsmouth, England, when he
was a lieutenant commander in

command of the submarine
Leviathan. ibsc)

URP rejects Yadin offer of deputy
- By SARAHUONIG
Post Political Reporter

'TEL, AVIV.. Deputy Prime
(

"Ministerr.Yigael _ Yadin yesterday
.
attempted. :to appease -the National

;

Religious Party by offering to take
an Z4RP : deputy for himself.
An NRPspokeaman rejected the

,

offer last night, and NRP’s Knesset
[faction chairman YehudaBen-Melr

4

told The Jerusalem Post that In his

opinion the offer "is nonsense and an
affront to the NRP. We will not take

it .seriously and are not after hand-

outs for' ourselves."

- TheNRP has been demanding that

the cabinet representation of

Yadin's Democratic Movement be

reduced in proportion to its shrunken

Knesset representation. The party

says It will not accept any compensa-
tion for itself and will abstain when
the cabinet reshuffle is brought

before the Knesset.

The NRP stand has been bolstered

this week by outspoken support from

the Liberals.

He also claimed that the manager
of foe aasoclation's subsidiary in

New York, Carmel Wines, had
similarly taken a sum of 89.200,

again without seeking permission or
providing an explanation.
Furthermore, Zakai charged,

Grupper (the Likud Knesset whip),

had not only attempted to cover up
foe irregularities as a member of foe
Vintners Association's council but
had himself taken unauthorized
funds from foe association while

visiting the U.S. He claimed that foe
incident had been later rectified,

after foe association found out about
it and forced Grupper to repay foe

money.
Grupper called a press conference

of his own yesterday to refute
Zakai 's charges against him —
which, he said, were totally un-
founded. He further expressed
regret that Zakai had "stooped so
low" as to gain access to foe private
papers of a cooperative to which he
didn't even belong, for foe sole pur-
pose of slinging mud.
As for foe charge levelled against

him personally, Grupper admitted
that he had, in fact, borrowed money
from Carmel Wines while visiting

foe U.S. a few years ago. But this, he
claimed, had been quite legitimate,

and he had asked foe association to

debit his account for the sum
borrowed.
He strongly denied that the

association’s books had been fixed to

cover up the incident.

Grupper point out that the
Vintners' Association, which is

jointly run by foe veteran moshavlm
(Contisusd on page 8, coL Z)

Israel, Egypt coy.

and U.S. cautious
By DAVID LANDAU

Pont Diplomatic Correspondent

Israel and Egypt are engaged in a
delicate tactical minuet, with the
U.S. gently but insistently prodding
each of them to move out of step and
signal some substantive concession
on the remaining Issues of dispute
between them.
So far, no such concessions have

been forthcoming. Both sides ore
saying they want to resume the stall*

ed peace talks. Both sides are hin-

ting that they have some new flex-

ibility to offer. But neither has spell-

ed out any specific shift on any
specific issue.

Washington would like at least a
modicum of tangible progress before
the face-to-face talks are actually
resumed. But If that proves unob-
tainable. Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance will probably chance another
ministerial-level conference In the
hope that the hinted flexibility would
be expressed then. After ail, both
sides say they want to talk — and
neither wants another round of talks

to end In deadlock.
This, in outline, is the assessment

of the current negotiating situation
prevalent Among well-informed
sources.
The low-key diplomatic activity of

recent weeks came to the surface
yesterday with a meeting in
Jerusalem between Premier
Menahcm Begin and U.S. Am-
bassador Samuel Lewis. The night
before. Lewis met with Foreign
Minister Moshe Dayan.
At both sessions the topic of discus-

sion was Egypt's recent letter to the
U.S.. signed by Premier Mustapha
Khalil, in which Cairo expressed its

earnest and urgent desire to resume
the negotiations. Khalil cited the
crisis In Iran and other adverse
developments in the region as ad-
ditional reasons why Egypt wanted
to press ahead with all expedition.

Israel, as Premier Begin told a
congressional group earlier this

week, shares both these concerns
and the desire to restart the talks
soon.
The U.S. view, too. Is that further

lengthy delay could catalyze a
process of erosion that could eat
away at what has already been
achieved.
But both Israel and Egypt, while

rehearsing each of the issues of con-
flict and pronouncing themselves
ready to discuss some of them
further, have not Indicated where
the possible breakthroughs might
come. Begin. It is understood, ex-
pressed his disappointment to Lewis
at Egypt's failure to submit new sub-
stantive proposals. But Israeli
sources, speaking unofficially, do
not deny that Israel, too. has not
come forward with concrete new
Ideas of its own since the talks rup-
tured in the middle of last month.
Both Americana and Israelis are

representing the slowness of foe
current stage as a natural condition
ir, view of the bitterness of last
month's breakdown. All parlies are
treading carefully, and all are for-
tified in the knowledge that they
have all publicly declared
themselves in favour of resuming
the talks. Said one Israeli official
last night: "I cannot say for sure
how the talks will turn out: but 2 can
say almost for sure that there will be
talks.”

Ambassador Lewis told newsmen
yesterday, after his meeting with
Begin, that “there is certainly a
basis to renew the negotiations....
Both sides are ready and would like
to....But exactly how soon tihey will
be resumed i — I can't say at this
point We are now sorting out the
‘where, when and who."'
Informed sources said the U.S..

moving with measured caution, has
not yet submitted a forma! proposal
regarding venue, timing and level of
the hoped-for resumed talks. While
some officials in Washington favour
another Vance-Khalil-Dayan
meeting, there are understood to be
others who still believe a
preparatory meeting of legal experts
would be helpful, since most of the
disputed issues are, at least In part,
legalistic in nature. (Those opposing
a meeting of legal experts cite this
same argument as reason to avoid
the legalists and call in the
statesmen at once....i Another
possibility under consideration is a
Vance shuttle mission. The one op-
tion that is being ruled out. for the
present. Is another Carter-Begin-
Sad&t summit: that would be con-
vened only in the event of total
deadlock — or virtually total agree-
ment.

U.S. against new talks

if success not likely
By WOLF BLITZER

Jerusalem Post Correspondent
WASHINGTON. — The U.S. is reluc-

tant to resume the stalled Israeli-

Egyptlan peace treaty negotiations
so long as there Is no reasonable
assurance of their success, well-

placed diplomatic sources said here
yesterday.
Prospects, therefore, for an early

reconvening of the negotiations here'
or elsewhere would appear slim,
despiiP e^rlirr hcf.'fu! rign* pointing

to another round of high-level talks.

Sources here said that it is now ex-

pected that the U.S. will continue to

work quietly, through normal
diplomatic channels, with both Cairo
and Jerusalem In a concerted effort

to narrow the differences before
arranging another formal bargain-
ing session.

Both Israel and Egypt have recent-

ly expressed readiness to continue
the negotiations, but Washington
sees little reason to do so without
further progress.
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance,

meanwhile, was yesterday reported
by "New York Times” columnist
James Reston to be “sad and

pessimistic about the stalemate” in
the negotiations and "about the
possibilities of a compromise in foe
Middle East.”
While Reston did not Identify bis

sources in reaching thin conclusion.
State Department Spokesman Hod-
ding Carter EH confirmed yesterday
that the secretary had met the
columnist in recent days.
"As he (Vance) sees it,” Reston

said, "the longer President Sadat
and Prime Minister Begin fuss over
the details of Article 4 or Article 6 of
the Camp David compromise, foe
more he thinks they will miss foe
chance of a compromise over the
Sinai, the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip.”
The columnist continued: “Accor-

dingly, Washington is turning away
from the puzzles of Mr. Sadat and
Mr. Begin, which have preoccupied
this city for so long. And it la even
turning away from the struggles in
Iran, which seem beyond
Washington’s control. Officials are
turning back to their relations with
the NATO alliance, Moscow, Peking
and Tokyo."

(Continued on page Z, cot X)

Vietnamese mop up last

Cambodia strongholds
BANGKOK (AP). — The Viet-

namese army yesterday battled

remaining strongholds of foe van-

quished Pol Pot government —
whose forces still had shaky control

of about 20 per cent of Cambodia,
Western sources In the Thai capital

said.

Sources In Thailand said there
were reports that ex-premier Pol
Pot, whose repressive government
was condemned by almost everyone
but China, had been killed in fighting

in northwestern Cambodia.
But Japan's Kyodo News Service

reported from Peking that Chinese
Deputy Foreign Minister Chung Hsl-

tung has told Japan's ambassador
that Pol Pot was alive In Cambodia.

Western sources said that Viet-

namese air strikes, reported at about
20 a day on Tuesday, had lessened
yesterday.
Thai sources said a Vietnamese

division was pushing against Stem

Reap, 420km. west of the
Vietnamese-Cambodian border and
143 km. from Thailand. The 9th-

century temples of Angkor— a sym-
bol of Cambodian nationalism — are
near foe town.
Kyodo’s report said Japan's

ambassador was told that Vietnamese
troops had occupied Siexn Reap and
Battambang. a key centre and air-

field site.

Thai and Western sources,
however, said the two towns had not

been taken and that a third city. Pur-

sat. may be controlled by the ousted
leaders. Gunfire could be heard at

the Thailand-Cambodia border.
Vietnam maintains that a Cambo-

dian rebel movement called the
National United Front for National
Salvation. led by Heng Samrln.
overthrew Pol Pot. But Western
sources say Vietnamese troops.

backed by tanks, howitzers and air

support, have done most of the
fighting.

Arabs’ fast boats pose new threat
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By NICHOLAS MOOSE
LONDON (Reuter). — For the first

time In 150 years, foe sea power of
foe Arabs has become a force to

reckon with.

If they combined, an authoritative

British naval writer said yesterday,
Arab navies In the Mediterranean
could threaten the supremacy there
of the U.S. 6th Fleet.

Not since France smashed the
piratical Bey of Algiers in 1830 have
Islamic men-of-war posed any risk

to the West's use of the sea.

Key to this silent revolution in

Arab seafaring is foe development in

recent decades of the modern fast’

missile boat (FMB), says John
Marriott In a unique new study of the
world's new mini-warships. ^
Descended from the World war II

U-boat, today's FMB generally
measures less than 60 metres from
bow to stern.

But its guided missiles have the
-punch to sink a battleship and Its

arrival creates a new concept in

naval warfare.
Arab powers around the

Mediterranean possess — or have on
order — a total of 77 FMBs. The
Libyans alone plan a navy of 41 of

them.
Marriott writes in his book "Fast

Attack Craft" that '"the Mediterra-
nean has always been a danger spot

and one wonders how. for example,

the U.S. 6th Fleet would fare if an at-

tack by the combined Arab boats was
mounted against it.

"Whilst the carrier-borne’aircraft

and missile-armed helicopters would
undoubtedly take out quite a number
of craft, it would not be easy to deal

with all ofthem before they launched
their missiles on the fleet." Marriott

says in his book.
An Arab power, Egypt, first

demonstrated the modern FMB’s
potential in 1967. One of its Soviet-

built Komars sank the Israeli

destroyer Eilat by firing a Russian

Styx missile.

Israel has since built its own fleet

Of 19 fast missile boats. Including

five spirited out of the Cherbourg
docks In 2969 when France refused to

deliver them.
The Marriott survey finds that 750

FMBs are now In service around the

world. The Warsaw Paet has 150. But
Britain, despite having to patrol foe

English Channel and the North Sea

011 field, has none.
With their missiles and wire-

guided torpedoes able to sink a ship

12 nautical miles away, and with low
radar profiles, the swift, stealthy

missile boats are likely to be the

main craft in the future of all but the

biggest navies, Marriott concludes.
brurl, he adds, leads the world In

small ship battle tactics. One Israeli

technique is for helicopters U» hover

close to the boats to decoy Incoming

missiles. As the missiles home in,

the helicopters soar — a Styx (at

least) is too clumsy to follow.

Since the Eilat lesson, "over 50

Styx missiles have been launched by
Syrian and Egyptian FMBs at
Israeli craft and not one has hit foe

target,” Marriott says.

Five more Israeli boats of foe

S&'ar (storm) IV class were ordered

in 1975 from shipyards at Haifa,

Marriott reports.

He says three of these were
probably intended for South Africa,

which is itself building three more
Sa'ars in Durban.
The Sa'ar XV is Israel’s most ad-

vanced FMB. It has excellent sea-

keeping qualities and carries six or
seven Gabriel missiles.

Marriott says that such craft “now
act as foe principal warships of

small emergent nations and perform
a whole variety of duties from quell-

ing riots to showing the flag.”

Nigeria is typical of a small navy
using small craft as flagships.

Its two Hippopotamus-class cor-

vettes, built in Britain, are only

some 60 metres long. Yet accom-
modation has been included for an
admiral.
Not since the days of sailing men-

of-war have admirals habitually
hoisted a flag In vessels of such
modest dimensions.

F-15s to Riyadh, navy off Iran coast

U.S. decides
to show flag

in Gulf area
By WOLF BLITZER

Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — The U.S. will

deploy a squadron of F-19 jet fighters

in Saudi Arabia “for a short period of

time" later this month In an effort to
reassure the nervous Saudi
leadership of continued U.S. support.

The move, announced yesterday
by the Pentagon and the State
Department, b clearly designed to

demonstrate American strength in

the Persian Gulf at a time of con-

tinuing turmoil In Iran, which forma
the north side of the Gulf.

In a related development three ad-
ditional U.S. Navy warships have
entered the Indian Ocean to continue

a strong show of the U.S. flag

because of events In Iran,
Washington officials said on Tues-
day.
The navy said that three

destroyers which had been escor-
ting the aircraft carrier Constella-
tion in the South China Sea were now
in the ocean. Other sources said they
will relieve a task force that has
been in the Arabian Sea off the south
coast of Iran since mid-November.

In announcing foe decision to send
foe F-23 Eagles to Saudi Arabia,
State Department spokesman Hod-
ding Carter III said that the U..S.

had informed Israel, Egypt and
other countries of the action.
He said that foe Saudis, who are

scheduled to begin receiving 60 P-l5s
from the U.S. in 1982, had requested
that a squadron of the fighters be
deployed in Saudi Arabia at this

time.
The spokesman said that the

current mission did not involve any
"training” of Saudi pilots. They
would begin training for the F-i5s
only in 1981, he said.

"The purpose of the deployment
will be for demonstration of the con-
tinuing close relationship between
Saudi Arabia and the U.S. and of our
interest in the security of the
kingdom,” he said.

"The F-15s will deploy to Riyadh,
the capital of Saudi Arabia, and will

vbit other appropriate Royal Saudi
Air Force bases during their stay in
Saudi Arabia,” he said.

Pentagon officials said that some
300 U.S. military personnel will be
involved in the operation. The 12 F-
15s in the squadron will be flown to

Saudi Arabia from Langley sdr force
base in Virginia.

In addition to reassuring the
Saudis of America's steadfast sup-
port for the monarchy, the action is

also designed as a warning to the
Soviet Union and' other anti-
American elements in foe Persian
Gulf to stay out of the crisis in Iran,
according to observers in the U.S.
capital.

Weather adds
TEHERAN (Reuteri . — A major
power cut caused by snow deepened
foe economic gloom in Iranian cities

yesterday aa Prime Minister Shapur
Bakhtiar prepared to fight for a
parliamentary vote of confidence in

his civilian government.

The crucial vote from bath houses
of parliament is essential for the sur-
vival of the government, and would
enable foe beleaguered shah to leave
the country for the holiday he says
he needs.

Heavy snow brought down high-
tension lines carrying power from a

Publicly, however, U.S. officials

did net want to link the redeployment
of the F-iSi: to foe situation In Iran.

Spokesman Carter insisted that the
U.S. had made similar "fly-ins" to

other countries in foe past.

But observers noted that
Washington rarely announced such
decisions. The fact that the
Americans were taking such a high
profile, they said, underscored foe
strategic significance of the action.

Officials were deliberately leaving
open foe length of stay of foe F-15s in

Saudi Arabia. The planes will be
armed with the “standard” 20mm
guns, they said.

They denied that the dramatic an-
nouncement suggested that the U.S.
feared for the stability of the Saudi
regime. There have been numerous
reports in the American press noting
that foe fall of the pro-Western shah
of Iran could have a domino impact
on other pro-Western regimes in the
region.
But spokesman Carter said: “I am

not expressing any concern about
the stability of Saudi Arabia."
The aircraft carrier U.S.S.

Constellation was the subject of
reports that it was headed for the
Persian Gulf when It was ordered to

sea from port in foe Philippines 12

days ago. The reports provoked
criticism from opposition groups in

Iran, and Soviet charges of "gunboat
diplomacy.”
White House officials later denied

the reports, and said foe decision to

send the ship only as far as foe South
China Sea was sufficient to underline
U.S. determination to be ready to

prevent outside Interference in Iran.
The navy said foe carrier Is con-
tinuing to operate in foe same area.
The ships now in foe Arabian Sea

— & guided-missile cruiser, two es-

corts and a tanker — "will shortly
proceed to other regular operational
commitments outside the Indian
Ocean." foe navy said.

Three other ships belonging to the
U.S. Navy's regular Middle East
task force are still in the Persian
Gulf, the navy said.

More cash for cops
Policeman’s pay is to go up this

month and will be linked to that of

soldiers serving in foe career army,
it was announced yesterday. Pay
rises will vary on average between
IL2.200 and ILd.SOO more per month.

The new pay brackets will be link-

ed to Job. rank and ejqierience. On
average, policemen's wages will

now be 10 per cent higher than they
were in March 1978, but the rises will

range between 1 and 20 per cent on
present salaries. (Itim)

to Iran’s woes
hydroelectric project In southern
Iran to the national grid, and the
energy ministry said electricity
rationing was imposed in many
cities, including Teheran.
Small groups of demonstrators

braved snow and slush in some parts
of the freezing capital, defiantly
waving placards tn.support of the ex-
iled Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini,
foe main foe of the monarchy

.

Police
fired into foe air to disperse them.
The official radio also reported

peaceful demonstrations in several
other Iranian cities.

(Reports from Iran — page 4)

Snow in Teheran stops El A1 flight

By BARUCH BAVZLLE
Post Tourism Reporter

An El A1 flight to Teheran was
cancelled yesterday morning after
reports of heavy snow on the strike-

bound Iranian airfield reached Ben-
Gurion Airport.
On Tuesday another El A1 flight

turned back mid-way to Teheran
after reports of snow on the runways
in foe Iranian airport were received
by the pilot.

Although snow-bound runways do
not under normal conditions present
any particular problem, the sporadic
strikes by airport personnel in
Teheran mean that the snow there
could present hazards to Incoming
and outgoing flights.

An El A1 pilot told The Jerusalem
Post that even without snow, current
conditions at Teheran's airport re-

quired "exceptional skill and special
care” during landings and takeoffs.

Dancing in the Fifties....

... in "Going Steady" Michal Yudelman spends a day on the set of the

sequel to "Lemon Popsicle."

A memorable companionship: Lou Kaddar talks to Asher Wall fish

about the years she spent with Golda Meir.

The days of carnival: Helga Dudman’s "Street People" take her back

to Baruch Agadati's annual Purim ball.

The Falashas: Louis Rapoport reviews the recent history and present

plight of the black Jews of Ethiopia.

“Palestinian without a Country,” the forthcoming book of interviews

with Abu Iyad, a PLO leader: some extracts and some comments.

The bulldozer In the china shop: a scenario by Epbraira Klshoo. And,

we should add. Dry Bones.

This and more In the weekend edition of

THE JERUSALEM

Order your copy today
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Offices in Israel

Tel Aviv, 53 Ben Yehuda St.

(03)243355.

Jerusalem, 30 Jaff3 St.

(02)228863/233192.

Haifa, 2 Sea Road. (04)84655

THE WEATHER

Forecast: Partly cloudy to fair

Yesterday's Yesterday’s Today's-
Humidity Mia-Max Max

Jerusalem 79 4—10 . 14
Golan 42 4—

U

14
Nahartya 62 8-17 19
Salad 80 4—9 12
Haifa Port 56 13—17 19
Tiberias 46 9—20 21
Nazareth 60 6—14 16
Afula 01 6—17 18
Shomron 66 5—11. 15
Tel Aviv 56 8—18 19
B-G Airport 49 ID—18 IB
Jericho 05 11—19 21
GazA 73 13—16 19
Beenhcba 64 7—14 17
Eilat 38 11—17 19
Tiran Straits 33 8—17 20

B SOCIAL & PERSONAL j

Acting Knesset Speaker Moshe
Meron yesterday received a delega-
tion from the Thai parliament’s
agriculture committee, after MX
Gad Ya'acohi hosted the delegation
at a luncheon.

Australian Ambassador Walter
Handmer and his wife on Tuesday
Joined World WIZO Executive chair-

man Ruth Izafcaon and a delegation

of 45 Australian WIZO members at
Australia Day celebrations held at

the Haifa Ahuzat Yeladim children's

centre and apprentice home.

Manufacturers Association presi-

dent Avraham Shavit will lecture in

English on “Industry in 2980'
' at the

Rotary Club of Tel Aviv-Jaffa today,
at 1:15 at the ZOA House.

ZOA head arrives
for talks with Begin
Ivan Novlck, president of the

Zionist Organization of America,
said on his arrival at Ben-Gurion
Airport yesterday that in his talks

with Prime Minister Menahem
Begin, he will advise Israel not to be
in a hurry to make concessions to

Egypt. Novlck said that It la becom-
ing clear to the Americarf1 govern-
ment and Israel's friends In Congress
that Israel is an asset to the U.S.

Novick arrived yesterday for a six-

day visit as the guest of the premier.

Dean of local newsmen
dies after long illness

TEL AVIV (Itim). — Url Kessary,
the dean of Israel journalism, died
yesterday morning at Ichllov
Hospital here after a prolonged Il-

lness. He was 80 years old.

Hia coffin will lie In state at Beit
Sokolow In Tel Aviv, for an hour this

afternoon. The funeral will start at
3:80 p.m. at the Nahalat Yitzhak

cemetery. (OMt — p. 51

ISRAEL POLICE

The Israel Police requests the
assistance of the public in its
endeavours to find a missing
person:

JOSEPH HILTON
father's name: William
who left the Bnei Dan Youth Hostel.
Tel Aviv on December 8. 1978, since
when his whereabouts are unknown.
Description: age 32, height 180 cm.,
build thin, eyes blue, hair chestnut
brown, face long, forehead high,

Ups normal, complexion light.

Speaks English.
Anyone who knows his whereabouts
or has seen him since December 9,

1978, Is asked to inform the Iden-
tification Section at National Police,

Headquarters, Tel. 02-2S0423, or any
police station.

Health Ministry chief

hits hospital overlap
By YA'ACOV FRIEDLER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — Up to 1,500 of the 11.000
beds In the country’s general
hospitals are superfluous, the new
director-general of the Health
Ministry. Mordeehai Shanl, told the
press here yesterday.

Calling for an urgent reorganiza-
tion of the country's health services,
Shanl said: “The ministry has for
the past year been fighting to draw
up a countrywide health service map
together with the Kupat Halim sick

fund. Together we control some 95
per cent of hospital beds, and such a
map would make rationalization of

services possible,'* he said.

Each hospital would be assigned
the population It would serve,
eliminating overlapping.

Shanl said every hospital should
operate basic wards, but that
specialized facilities should be con-
centrated in only a few centres, ser-
ving entire regions. This concentra-
tion would also result In higher stan-
dards, he said.
Dr. Shanl added that Jerusalem, In

particular, had a surfeit (computer
tomograph) of hospital beds. In addi-
tion, the city had two $650,000 “cat”
x-ray scanners — at Hadassab and
at Shaare Zedek — an unnecessary
duplication, while other areas lacked
such highly sophisticated and expen-
sive equipment.
He denied that the treasury had

cut its financial assistance to Kupat.
Hollzn, but admitted that agreement
had not been reached on the percen-
tage of the funds budget which the
government is to cover.

Aluf Ze’evi denies business

links with Bezalel Mizrahi
TEL AVTV (Itim). — Answers given
by Aluf (res.) Rehavam Ze'evi
C'Gandl") to a 224-part question-
naire put to him fay ME Ehud Olmert
Include repeated denials of any
business connection between him
and millionaire contractor and
hotelier Bezalel Mizrahi.
The questions were submitted In

Ze'evi's IL2m. libel suit against the
Likud MX for Implying In a radio In-

terview in 1977 that the former OC
Central Command used to meet with
prominent criminals and protect
them with his Influence. The
answers have been submitted to the
Tel Aviv District Court, which is

hearing the case.
Ze'evi said he has known Bezalel

Mizrahi since 1952, when he was
Mizrahi's commander in the army.
He praised Mizrahi's physical
prowess and leadership capabilities.
He repeatedly denied any business

connections with the contractor, but
confirmed that a Mizrahi company
had done contracting work at an IDF
base — which had been published In

a public tender beforehand. He also
denied that he had ever used his In-

fluence to obtain work for Mizrahi.
The Utigant confirmed that he had

visited South American countries on
several occasions, on one of which he
was accompanied by Mizrahi. This
visit, he said, was financed by local
investors who were interested in his

expertise in security affairs — and
not, as has been alleged, by Mizrahi.

At the time Ze'evi was serving as
special adviser to Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin on terrorism.

- Mizrahi. Ze’evi confirmed, had ac-
companied him on a visit to the
planned Israel embassy In Brasilia,
where the contractor's opinion was
solicited, as an expert on building, on
the type of security fence that should
be erected. Mizrahi's advice had
been accepted, Ze'evi added:
Ze'evi said he had no Idea that

Mizrahi was a police Intelligence

target. He had learned of this, he
said, from press reports of Mizrahi's
continuing ILlOm. libel suit against
"Ha'aretz" for calling him a boss of
organized crime.

Ze'evi denied that he had ever
given Mizrahi a gun. The only
weapon he ever gave anyone was a
pistol he presented to then-minister
without portfolio Menahem Begin
after the latter had observed an anti-

terrorist operation under Ze’evi's
command In the Jordan Valley In
1970. He confirmed that Mizrahi
holds a licensed pistol.

The litigant admitted that
Olmert'a radio statement had not
mentioned him or Mizrahi by name.
But, he said, the mention of the
friendship between a senior reserve
officer and the owner of hotels and a
construction company had been
enough to damage him.
Olmert is expected to respond to

Ze'evi's answers within the next few
days.

Israel XI holds Scots to draw
By PAUL KOHN

Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Israel national

soccer team notched Its third con-

secutive l-l draw yesterday, holding

the Scottish First Division side

Hibernian thanks to a second half

equalizer.

Israel Vogel, the Kfar Sava Hapoel
striker, was brought on for Shalom
Avitan In the second half and
rewarded coach Emanuel Sheffer

with a snappy header in the 74th

minute. The goalcame aftera period
of Israel pressure and three cornets
taken in quick succession. Url
Malmillian took the corner and
Vogel beat goalkeeper McArthur to

the ball. It was the Scots goalie's

only mistake.
Just before the interval Hiber-

nian's nippy little Norwegian Isaac
Refvlk netted with a cross-shot from
six metres out, after a goalmouth
melee.

Israel' could well have won this

game by a clear-cut margin had the
finishing matched the approach
work, In which Avi Cohen and
Malmillian excelled. Centre-half
Cohen Is establishing himself as the
footballer of the season, with his

fast, confident breaks out of defence,
and excellent distribution of the hall.

Upfield, he spells more danger to op-
posing defences than any other
player wearing the Israel shirt.

Perry hit by Greeks as Maccabi loses
Jerusalem Post Sports Reporter

Maccabi Tel Aviv lost a squeaker
last night to Olympiakos of Greece,
79-77, and a foul call against Mickey
Berkowltz in the last seconds of the
game led to a rumpus in which
Aulcle Perry was beaten by Greek
fans In the Piraeus stadium.
Maccahi's usual confidence and

strong attack were missing during
the game, which saw a half time tie

of 44-44. Only in the last seconds of

the game did the Greeks pull ahead
with their two-point final lead.

The ruckus involving Ferry oc-

curred when the tie was scored at 77-

77 and the Bulgarian referee award-

ed the Greek team a foul against
Berkowltz. Maccabi players
protested that no foul occurred and
when Perry vehemently protested
too close to the sidelines, some fans
attacked the player.
No word was available late last

night on whether Perry, Maccahi's
top scorer for the game with 17

points, was hurt.

Other top scorers In the game,
which was Maccahi's first
appearance In the final round of

European Cup play this year, were
Paul McCracken with IS, and Lou
Silver and Jim Boatwright with 12

points apiece.

U.S. AGAINST
(Continued from page 1)

He said that Vance “doesn't think
Washington can do very much about
the crisis In Iran. As he sees it, this is

not essentially a political
government-to-government prob-
lem, but a social and' even
religious problem Washington can-
not resolve."

.

Ever since the Brussels meeting
late last month between Vance,
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan and
Egyptian Prime Minister Mustapha
Khalil, U.S. officials have been
privately spreading the word that
they were somewhat encouraged by
what they regarded as a new
willingness by both countries to
reconsider some of their earlier
positions.

But in the most recent diplomatic
exchanges, Cairo and Jerusalem
have apparently not been willing to
go far enough In making new con-
cessions — at least far enough to

Justify, in American eyes, the need
ter another round of negotiations.

WINEFRAUD
(Continued (nun page 1)

(75 per cent) and by the Jewish
Agency <29 per cent), representing
the moshavlm established since
1948, has been in existence for over a
100 years. In all that time, he stress-
ed, there had never been the
slightest suspicion of fraud. Nor, he
.concluded, was it reasonable to
assume that there was any such
suspicion now.
He added, however, that If the

association's report does indicate
the possibility of fraud, the matter
would be taken up by the council.
Zakal told the press conference

that the commission of inquiry set up
by the association had. In fact,
recommended that both the
manager of Carmel Wines in New
York and Dr. Oatashlnaky be fired.
The latter, however, had demanded
double the normal severance pay —
two months pay for each of the 25
years he had been a member of the
association. He claimed that
Grupper had “threatened" the
Jewish Agency members that they
had better approve the sum, which
cams to some ILl.75m.
Grupper denied th&t be had

threatened anyone, and said the
association's council had agreed that
Dr. Oatashlnaky should receive the
money.

Some observers here yesterday
claimed that the secretary's
reportedly gloomy mood was design-

ed, partially, to pressure Israel and
Egypt to rethink some of their

positions.

Both countries are anxious ter the

U.S. to maintain Its active mediatory
role. By indicating that Washington
might lessen its involvement In the

Middle East negotiations, the
secretary was automatically exer-

ting pressure on Cairo and
Jerusalem to respond quickly to the

latest U.S. suggestions.
Vance has scheduled a news con-

ference for this morning, when he Is

likely to be asked about the status of
the peace negotiations.

Israel's new ambassador Ephraim
Evron was informed of the latest

U.S. thinking during meetings on
Tuesday with Assistant Secretary of

State Harold Saunders and
Ambassador-at-Large Alfred Ather-
ton.

Today Evron is scheduled to for-

mally submit his credentials to

Carter at an open ceremony at the
White House.

President Yitzhak Navon Is Instructed In basic weapons handling by
woman soldier Elrat daring a day-long visit with the Armoured
Corps yesterday. Navon toured bases, training units and other in-
stallations and met with Chief of Staff Rafael Eltan and OC Ar-
moured Corps Moshe Peled for a briefing on new developments in
the corps. During a meeting with conscripts, he called on them to
Join the career army. Navon said that he had "no words to express
the importance of service In the IDF, not only for the sake of securi-
ty, but for the sake of the entire Jewish people in Israel and the
Diaspora." (Simlonaky. Israel Sun).

Egged dispute halts buses in Haifa
Jerusalem Post Staff

HAIFA. — The continuing fight

between the two opposing factions In

the Egged bus cooperative here led
to a serious disruption in the services
yesterday morning.

Members of the “Mlfne" faction,

which swept the board in Haifa In the
recent Egged elections, blocked the
approaches to the Central Bus Sta-

tion for two hours, preventing buses
from entering or leaving. Flstfights

between opposing supporters en-

sued.

The police were called in and
cleared the approaches to the sta-

tion.

The dispute began after Mlfne's
success in the Haifa elections, where
It ousted the opposing Alternative
group which continued to retain con-
trol of the remaining three regions—
and hence of the cooperative's cen-
tral committee.
The Mlfne group in Haifa,

however, decided that their ascen-
dancy in the North entitled them to

assume full control of the
cooperative's operations there. They
thus placed their own men In all key
positions, and challenged the tight of

the Alternatlva-controlled Egged
central committee to interfere In the
running of the cooperative in Haifa
and the North.

Youth convicted of murder
in music-club killing
TEL AVTV (Itim). — A 17-year-old

youth was convicted of murder In the

District Court here yesterday. Two
of his accomplices, aged 17 and 16,

were acquitted of the murder
charge, but convicted of aiding and
abetting murder and of brawling.

The three were Involved In the so-

called "Music Club Murder" in

Rehov Ifan Gavlrol last June, when
20-year-old Menahem Brimmer was
stabbed to death.
The youth convicted of murdering

Brimmer had attended a Jazz club
the week before he committed the

crime, and been thrown out after
creating a disturbance.
According to the court, he deter-

mined to seek revenge, and a week
later, on June 6, he and a‘ group of

friends prepared an ambush in

Rehov Ibn Gavlrol, near Beit
Sokolow.

When the Jazz club concluded its

session that night, -a group of
members, including Brimmer, made
their way along Rehov Ibn Gavlrol,
where they were suddenly attacked.
Brimmer was caught by one youth,
who threw him to the ground and
began to stab him. Two other youths
helped by preventing Brimmer's
companions from coming to his aid.

Brimmer finally managed to get
away, and was taken to hospital in a
Border Police vehicle. He died soon
after he was admitted.

The autopsy found that he had
been savagely stabbed several
times, Including one deep, fatal stab
in the heart.

' ' "

Sentence on ail three youths’ —
whose names were withheld because
of their age— will be passed In about
two weeks.

Abandoned newborn zebra fights for life

Jerusalem Post Reporter

RAMAT GAN. — The violent
weather which hit Israel on Tuesday
almost resulted in the death of a
newborn baby zebra at Raznat Gan’s
Safari Zoo, Zvl Kirmaya, head of the

zoo, said yesterday.
Kirmaya said that when the baby

zebra failed to stand on its legs a few
minutes after its birth, as it should
have done, it was deserted on Tues-

day by its mother and left In a pud-

dle. It was found there almost frozen

to death by the Safari caretakers.

The caretakers took the foal Into

Kirmaya's heated office, fed it milk
from a bottle, dried It and covered It

with blankets. But they are still not

certain whether it will live, Kirmaya

told The Jerusalem Past.
Kirmaya explained that even if the

foal recovers, it will never be
accepted bythe 10O-zebra herd in the
Safari zoo — because, having been
deserted at birth, it Is now an out-

sider to the herd.

“We can lock after the foal now;
but we cannot keep it here- and will

have to find a new home for it," Kir-

maya said.

Rose Ginossar, 90
Rose Ginossar, honorary president

of World WIZO, died in Jerusalem
yesterday. She was 90. She was the
widow of the son of Ahad Ha ’am, Dr.
Shlozno Ginossar. The funeral will be
held at 2 p.m. today In Blnyamlna.

Israel Journalists mourn the death of

URI KESSARY
a master of the apt phrase

a veteran, front rank Israeli journalist

The National Federation of Israel Journalists

The Press Connell
The Committee of Editors of Daily Newspapers
World Federation of Jewish Journalists

With deep sorrow, we announce the passing of my husband

WALTER RITTER yt
who passed away on January 9, 1979.

He donated his body to science.

Yehndlt Ritter and the family
41 Rehov Hagefen, Klryat Bialik

In very deep sorrow, we announce the death in Haifa on January
10, 1979, of our eldest sister

ROSE GINOSSAR
at the age of 90

The mourners:
Her sisters: Dina Broshet and Family

Hanna Ruppin and Family
Her brothers: Hillel Hacohen and Family

David Hacohen and Family
Her sister-in-law: Lea Hacohen and Family
The daughters of her late brother, Shimon Hacohen:
Naomi Kaplanski, Yael and liana, and their families

The funeral will be held today, Thursday, January 11 , 1979, at 2 p.m., in
Blnyamina cemetery.

Burg chides Jerusalem
Sabbath stone-throwers

Post Knesset Reporter

Interior Minister Yosef Burg rais-

ed few eyebrows in the Knesset
yesterday when he denounced the
youths who had stoned Sabbath traf-

fic on the new road to Ramot, In

northern Jerusalem, last Saturday.
What did come as a surprise,

however, was the scant sympathyhe
evinced for the orthodox residents of
Klryat Zanz, whose Sabbath peace la

allegedly disturbed by traffic on the
new road.
Replying to six motions for the

agenda concerning Sabbath traffic

on the Ramot road. Burg said that
the decision to build the new road
was taken by the district planning
commission .In December. 1974. But
until a few weeks ago, no religious
element had raised any objection. If

not evezy purchaser of a flat bad
known of the road plan, the building-
contractors surely had, he said.

Moreover, Burg said, he did not
consider the road “a neighbourhood
road." Most of the houses in Klryat
Zanz were high above the road and
quite a distance from it. He Invited
Knesset members to go and see for
themselves.

The police, he said, would not per-
mit stone-throwing ; neither would
they .countenance counter-
demonstrations In cars. He praised
the police for the restraint they have
shown on recent Sabbaths.
Bun£s approach was markedly

different from that of his National
Religious Party colleague, Avraham
Melamed, who presented the first

motion ter the agenda.
.

Melamed expressed disapproval
of the. tactics of the Sabbath
demonstrators, which could only
lead to hilul hashem — desecration

of the Divine Name. But he quickly

added that stone-throwing was an
old Jerusalem custom, and that
stone-throwers also deserved credit
for having kept Jerusalem a Jewish
city ter generations.
The Sabbath desecraters, on the

other hand, could make no such
claim.
Rabbi Menahem Hacohen (Align-

ment) blamed religious Jewry for
having '.‘failed to fill the Sabbath
with Jewish content In keeping with
the spirit of the times."

It was the duty of religious Jewry
to create frameworks to which the
public would be attracted voluntari-
ly, he said — frameworks that would
express the dual nature of the Jewish
Sabbath as yom menuha ukedusha
— a day of rest and of holiness.
As for stone-throwing, supposedly

in defence of the honour of the Sab-
bath. said Hacohen. there could be
no Sabbath desecration more
monstrous than that.

Rabbi Menahem Porush (Agudat
Ylsraeli —In one sentence of his 15-

minute speech — likewise condemn-
ed stone-throwing, “whether on Sab-
bath or weekday." But he hastened
to add that there were non-religioua
provocateurs who had also had a
hand in the stone-throwing. He
proposed' that ah interchange be
erected on the Ramot road near the
Teva factory, which would cut the
road off from the religious
neighbourhoods

.

Yitzhak Yitzhakl (Likud) said that

since the majority of the Jews in
Israel were not observant, moral
values and religious principles must
be combined with the demands of the
modern age.
The motions were referred to the

Interior Committee.

Knesset defeats two
electoral reform bills

Post Knesset Reporter

The Knesset yesterday defeated
two private member's bills on elec-

toral reform. Both would have
replaced the present system of
proportional representation with a
combination of • proportional
representation and the district (or
constituency) system.
The Labour Party bill, presented

by Gad Ya'acobi, was defeated by 40
to 88, with 10 abstentions, in a roll-

call vote.

It was supported by Labour (with
a few exceptions)', Shai, the -La’am
wing of the Likud, and a few other
Likud members. The Democratic
Movement abstained. Opposed were
the great majority of the Likud, the
National Religious Party, Mapam,
Agudat Ylsrael, the Democratic
Front (Communists), the Indepen-
dent Liberals, Poalei Agudat
Ylsrael.

The second hill, submitted by
Binyamin Halevi and Mordeehai
Elgrably (bothDM1 was defeated by
a visibly- greater-margin (although-

•

no count was_t*ken)._ Labour,
abstained.

Under both bills, the country
would have been divided Into 16 dis-

tricts , with each district electing five

MKs. The bills differed with respect
to the method of electing the remain-
ing 40 MKs.
The Labour bill would have provid-

ed that the votes cast In all the dis-

tricts be added up, the 40 seats being
distributed proportionately among
the candidates on the parties'
national lists. Under the DM hoi,
each voter would cast two ballots:

one for the district candidates and
one for the national ones.
Ya'acobi noted that the coalition

agreement had promised electoral

reform. The main plank In the plat-
form of the now-defunct Democratic
Movement for Change had been to
work for electoral reform and for the
dissolution of the Knesset after six
months, so that new elections could
be held under the new system, he
added.

Mizriater-without-Portfolio Moshe
Nlsslm replied that the coalition
committee-on electoral reform was
functioning and would come up with
an electoral reform MITofIts own.

'

Court cancels Netahya council meeting
Jerusalem Post Reporter

NETANYA. — The second meeting
of the city council here, scheduled
for last night, was cancelled at the
last minute when Mayor Reuven
KUger announced that he had been
served with an injunction banning
the session.
• The injunction was Issued by the
Tel Aviv District Court; at the re-

quest of the three members of the
United Religious Front. In its

application the front claimed that
the Alignment had failed to honour
its coalition agreement and had fail-

ed to Invite councillors to the
meeting 36 hours in advance, as re-
quired by law.
There has been growing tension

between the two coalition partners
ever since the Alignment Increased
its strength last week to 10 seats on
the 21-member council by adding
three Manof councillors.

We mourn the grievous loss of our beloved havers

Dr. SARA FEDER-KEYFITZ

Past National President American Pioneer Women
Past President Israel Council Pioneer Women-Na'amat

Devoted Labour Zionist, Teacher, Leader, Friend

We extend condolences to her children, Lami and David
Halperin of Kibbutz Urixn, to her grandchildren, brothers and
sister.

World Movement Pioneer Women-Na'amat linked to

World Labour Zionist Movement
- Pioneer Women UAA. and Israel Council of Pioneer
Women-Na’amat

Keren Kayemeth Lelsrael
(Jewish National Fund)

deeply mourns the passing of

Dr. SARA FEDER-KEYFITZ
the great Zionist leader

National Chairman KXL Pioneer Women-Na'amat

and sends sincere condolences to the bereaved family.

On the thirtieth day after the death of our dear

ENRICO F0RTI
there will be a memorial service and unveiling of the tombstone

tomorrow, Friday, January 12, 1979 at 2 p.m.
We shall meet at the entrance of the “Kfar Shmaryahu Cemetery.

The Family

We announce with sorrow thedeath of our mother

REBECCA BOGORAD >

in Rochester', New York.

Snsume DworUh, Haifa
Samuel Bogorad, U-S.A.
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^iMixed feelings about Israel

,

• ^lamong Vietnamese refugees
Post Statf ud Agencies

gj -uie

d^’ ^MANILA--—laroel’ioiferta cnJcelOO

uTjf^Jneauuueoo out of more than 3,000

i
branded mb th* freighter TunyAn In

Manila Bay met with a mixed
rf
ato

PL pMpotuie yeatenlay when ZaraeU of-

***** AldaH boarded the vewL
% *Wo Interwiawrf.waly a few. who

^oiuTl^e/* iurlaraftli official,said. “Many
UK^pere prepared to ; wait until they

' n
fcfe^zould go to the United Slates. Some

**" ^fsald they had never heard of Israel,

ifeligj. jvhUe other* aaW they had heard
'* tojjimod thtogs and were willing to go.'*

'acted The rcprceeatative of the UN High
voHt83(j0mmWe*oeer -for Refugees
^ofJNuNHCBk Werner Blatter, who ac*

u^ompanied: the Israelis, will now
: 01 hnii^FOTide them with rlW for final

dagT^tootlon..thV'aatd.- •

hour UiStf4^ven a Hat of 6M Tung
Uier» ^Afl claiming tlea in

;crati. ^America, h** **W ft Is prepared to
°s fyim people who fit Its criteria tor ad-

P
QrUa, oitsiOTt. But UlfC other countries It la

ntenpl giving priority to 3.000 refugees
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Internal clash in Mapam
i

• -

over future of Alignment
By SABAH HON1G

.
.

he
r e

1(^
. Post Political Reporter

lit TEL AVIV.— City dwellers and klb-

rp ^H/buttnlksare on a collioioR course In*
r U* j^ide the Mapam party. The city

**5v iuu
l
.dweHcrs are trying- to hold off left'

P^toutx demands for Increased
^m^jrepresentatlon at the party's up-

coming convention, and the klbbutz-
referry.ail« ere trying to hold off urban fac-

' tton demands for an end to the Allgn-

-^-^jneiit with Labour.

. _ Last night the matter was to have
(ft been taken up at the Mapam Centralv Committee. 14 of whose 27 members
_ ue ldbbutznlks. (There are 11 city

(I representatives and two Arabs-)
DIO At the last Mapam convention both

groups had equal representation, but

th« dty-dweilers now contend that

JJ
e ubbutznlks are out to change the

iaedii
l| ,.^eyCJ^jB balance In their effort to

c^tedf^ggyetfie Alignment.
A meeting of the urban faction was

ingU*»* .

^Goldmann to query
Former World Jewish Congress

,u. '.^president Nahum Goldmann said

r thp J yesterday that he will tryto convince
..Tr^the Soviet - government to allow

ean^lrdirect ftighta of ollm from the USSR
ancwjjg'jo

Israel, thus avoiding the Vienna

it

lsed tk Goldmann said he would make the

Mi in it
appeal at the request of Prime

act Den Minister Menahem Begin. Bat
re hadtBegin's press adviser, Shlomo
one and Nakdimon, denied Goldmann’* -

lesaet u claim.

election! Nakdhnon said that Begin hod told
ew systc Goldmann about the poashllity of

direct flights during a GOldmanq-
mfolio 1Initiated meeting. Goldmann had
the cDathfmwjgijeatedth^hewouJd taJte izp

vl rifnrm . ,
f

SXTqV liraompfiiptft an

held recenily to support continued
parity In the party with kibbutcnlka.
Among those taking part were
Knesset members Naftali Feder and
Ellezer Anar, and former minister
Victor Shemtov.
The party secretariat recently ap-

.
proved a recommendation to the
convention that the Alignment be
dissolved. It would be replaced with
a loose “Common Front’* that would
put Mapam on a par with Labour and
not give the larger partner a
decision-making monopoly by virtue
of its automatic majority.
According to the recommendation,

the parties would cooperate on an ad
hoc basis that could Include a Joint

Knesset list.

The convention, scheduled for ear*
ly February, is not bound by the
recommendation. Labour Party
Chairman Shimon Peres has appeal-
ed toMapam to strengthen the Align-
ment rather than end it.

Soviets on aliya
the matter with the Soviet am-
bassador the the U.S. in a
Washington meeting next week,
Nakdlmon said.

Goldmann said that direct flights

to Israel from the USSR would not
prevent oUm from leaving Israel
after their arrival here. He was
speaking to reporters at Ben Gurlon
Airport before leaving for Europe
and the U.S., where he said he would
meet next week with Anatoly
Dobrynin, the Soviet ambassador to

Washington.
He also told reporters that there

have been previous appeals by
Israel to the Soviet Union to allow
direct flights, but until now the
Soviets have,pot responded.

"lax dragnet hets soft-drink firm
i: By SHLOMO MAOZ

leeiiUg Post Economic Reporter

. . . In their continuing crackdown on
,clT1“ Itax evaders, the income tax
“e<1 “.“Authorities say they recently found
rtandhri.j^t a soft-drinks' firm in the
:liiora “Ajctanya area had concealedIncome
Ltivajicf. an estimated lLOm.

The tax Inspectors got onto the
owtag ta^irm after stopping a truck loaded
Ution p«i=vith soft drinks and finding that
sent IwWjiere' were no papers accompanying
to io nft},e consignment,

cil by * A check on the plant’s three
>rs. iwners, they say, revealed that one

mmmsmSiad bidden ILSOO.OOO in his car, and
hat another was registered as un-
mployed at a local labour offlee. - -

The firm had beenfiling returns on

a negligible Income.
In other recent checks, tax inspec-

tors say, they found that a hotel in

Eilathad concealedincome totalling

an estimated JL5m., and that several
clothing stores In Jerusalem had
concealed income of some IL20O.OOO

each.

The tax authorities have also being
carrying out spot checks on
businesses to find if they are keeping
books. They say they found one
businessman who was transporting a
truckload of clothing from Jenin to

Nablus with no record of bis
purchases, for which be had paid
cash. They also found 30 taxi-drivers

who were operating without keeping
a dally log.

Vfinistry approves anti-migraine drug

u Jerusalem Post Reporter

rEL AVIV. — The Ministry of
Health has approved the use of a new
irug, sold under the brand name

T
tUgrcdeve. which is claimed to offer

. faster and better - relief from
tfa'a®* 1

fiend
migraine headaches.

The drug, which la made In

the cause of migraine headaches
remains “obscure." several factors

are believed to have a precipitating

factor. They include eating such

foods as cheese, beef extract
products, and alcoholic beverages
(particularly wine) ; hormone ac-

tivity ; water retention and abnormal
sleeping times; flashing lights

;

«nd
8f
?
n
S
a
!
d glare; flickering lights and intense

h
f ¥"v

C
J?
hI
J
M
|
uhed<* tight; and conditions of anxiety, ten-

rotbers^euml sick funds. Some Kupat
lolim clinics have also begun
prescribing it following tests at
JellInson Hospital.

International Laboratories Ltd.,

he manufacturer, said that although

1 of
H*

tight; and conditions of anxiety, ten-

sion or stress.

The drug does not contain
ergotamlne, another remedy used
for migraine, which often has
adverse side effects, the company
said.
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JsaJSALEM JVMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Jerusalem Theatre

Series Hei, Today, January 1L &S0 p.m.

Conductor: Igor Markewich
Beethoven programme —
Egmont Overture

Symphony No. 8

Symphony No. 5

And at 7.30 p.m. in the foyer:

"Before the Concert"
Dr. Bathja Bayer discusses the programme.

For those attending that night's performance only.

Tickets at the Jerusalem Theatre, Tel. 87167, 4-8 p.m., and

Cahana.
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who reached the Philippines earlier
In- small boats and are crammed in

temporary shelter In Manila.
The New Hebrides yesterday

offered homes to the Tung An
refugees, as well asto another group
of about 3,000 Vietnamese stranded
on the Taiwanese freighter Huey

. Australia. Britain, France
Canada and Hongkong have all said
they will take small numbers of

refugees.

In Israel, meanwhile, the director
general of the Absorption Ministry,
Azrlel Waldman, visited Afula
yesterday and discussed
arrangements for the reception of
the refugees with Mayor Ov&dla Ell.
On Tuesday evening the secretary

or the Association of Georgian Im-
migrants, Raft Bar-Lavie. protested
against the decision to bring Viet-
namese refugees to Israel while hun-
dreds of young Georgian immigrant
couples were still without proper
homes.

‘Right wing prevents release

of Argentine Jewish editor’

Knesset Speaker Yitebak Shamir accepts congratulations after

receiving an honorary Doctor of Laws degree from the president of

Chung Ang University In the South Korean capital, Seoul. Shamir’s

wife Shulamlt looks on.

Shamir: East Asians respect Israel

Thailand, South Korea and
Hongkong have great respect and
affection for Israel, Knesset Speaker
Yitzhak Shamir said yesterday on
his return from a two-week tour of

these East Aslan countries.

Shamir told reporters at Ben-
Gurlon Airport that his warm and
friendly meetings with Aslan
leaders, including the king and
premier of Thailand and the presi-

dent of South Korea, had convinced
him of the popularity of Israel in

these countries. The Speaker stress-

ed that he had discussed matters
which were likely to lead to in-

creased cooperation between Israel

and his hosts.

He said in answer to a queatlon

that he had not met with Chinese of-

ficials and did not know of any
Israeli contacts with them.
Asked what Israel could learn

about Its future relations with the
U.S. on the basis of Washington's
links with Aslan countries. Shamir
replied that officials In both
Thailand and South Korea had ex-
pressed the view that small states
should strengthen themselves by
mutual cooperation.
Shamir visited Thailand and South

Korea at the invitation of the
chairmen of those countries'
parliaments. He has Invited the
chairman of the Korean parliament
to pay a reciprocal visit to
Israel.

MK Yadlin quits Knesset for kibbutz
By ASHER WALLFISH
Post Knesset Reporter

Alignment MK Aharon Yadlin sent

his resignation in writing to the

Knesset Speaker yesterday, effec-

tive noon tomorrow.
Yadlin told reporters that he would

be going back to hla home, Kibbutz

Hatzerlm In the Negev. His Knesset

seat will be filled by the next man on
the Alignment list. Ze'ev Katz of Kib-

butz Gesher.

The former education minister

said his kibbutz had Insisted that the

principle of rotation for members in

posts outside the kibbutz be Im-
plemented, In order to ensure that
their roots in communal life were
maintained. He had been an MK for

14 consecutive years.
“Our members are quite right In

this principle," Yadlin told

reporters. “Xam glad that kibbutzim

still uphold this moral approach to
members' Involvement."
For the past six months he had

spent half the week at the kibbutz
and half the week in the Knesset, but
this did not work out to the satisfac-
tion of his fellow kibbutznlks, he
said.

Yadlin said that he would probably
be elected kibbutz secretary. One
Issue which he would take up active-
ly, he said, was to get the defence
ministry to collaborate closely with
the Negev kibbutzim and moahavlm
In Its plans to relocate the IDF In the
Negev after a Sinai withdrawal.
He said he had raised the Issue

with Deputy Defence Minister
Mordechai Zippo rl, who promised to

look Into it. "We don't intend to let

the Negev become one vast army
camp," he said. “Civilians live their
Uvea there too, and the two sectors
can work together fruitfully."

MKSr
waiters earn too little, Pa’il says

Post Knesset Reporter

The low salaries of the waiters In

the Knesset members dining room
have upset Melr Pa'il (Shell) so
much that he wrote a letter about
them to Knesset Speaker Yitzhak
Shamir.

Pa’ll asked Shamir to check com-
plaints that the waiters got between
XL2.700 and ILS.200 net for their

December pay.
"Starvation wages are an offence

to the waiters as well as to the digni-

ty of this parliament,'’ Pa'il wrote.
He said the waiters who asked for an
explanation of their salaries were
told that the Hilton hotel chain
(which runs the restaurant In the

Knesset) cannot afford to pay any
more because occupancy In the
hotels of the chain is low at this time
of the year.
Haim Shapiro adds:
The Hilton spokesman admitted

yesterday that the salaries of
waiters In the Knesset are linked to

those of the waiters In the hotels, but
denied that they were as low as those

quoted by Pa'il.

He said that in December, which
was a ‘‘bad month," waiters' wages
ranged between LL8.000 and IL9.000

gross. In a "good month” the waiters

made up to IL20,000 gross, he said.

The spokesman added that the
hotel had no problem finding
waiters.

By JUDY SIEGEL
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Intimidation from right-wing
members of his government has kept
Argentine President Jorge Rafael
Videla from ordering the release of
Jewish Journalist Jacobo Timerman
from house arrest. Richard Maass.
president of the American Jewish
Committee said yesterday.
In an Interview with The

Jerusalem Post. Maass noted that
Jewish organizations had hoped the
55-year-old founder and publisher of
the dally “La Opinion" would be
freed to attend the wedding of his son
Danny carffer this month.
But Timerman. who was arrested

by the army almost two years ago on
allegations of being linked with Mon-
tonero terrorists, has had no official
charges made against him and Is

still confined to his home. "Ap-
parently." said Maass, "Videla
doesn't feci strong enough to release
him on his own."
The AJC president said It is unlike-

ly that a complete or accurate ac-
counting o? all the Argentinians who
have disappeared will ever be com-
plied by the government.
The AJC has tried to help Timer-

man and others In trouble by conduc-
ting press conferences, which have
resulted in wide coverage by "The
New York Times'* and other 'papers
In recent weeks.
Turning to the 19S0 Olympics in

Moscow*. Maass said it is wishful
thinking to believe that the games
can be moved to another site at this
late date. But he urged that "as
many Jewish tourists es possible" go
to the Olympics and visit refuseniks
in the Soviet Union who are waiting
for exit visas.
"The Olympics can be used to best

advantage this way. and it will let

the Jews In Russia know* that we are
thinking about them." Maass said.

Knesset c’tee looking

into school reforms
Post Knesset Reporter

A special Knesset committee
formed to examine the structure of
the education system and the results
of the high school reform will start

work next week.
The committee, whose members

were appointed two days ago. will

visit 30 localities in different parts of

Israel and hold sessions with
educational experts handling the
various levels from kindergarten
through high school.

Chairman Yitzhak Yitzhaki
(Llkud-Herut) told The Jerusalem
Post that the high school reform had
not closed the education gap between
Israelis of different ethnic origins,
and had not Improved the scholastic
achievements of the disadvantaged
sectors. The high school population
has barely increased In size in the
upper grades, Yitzhaki said, and the
drop-out rate Is high.

Yitzhaki said that one conclusion
which Is sure to emerge after the
special committee completes its

work wUl_be to place .more stress on
kindergarten qnd .grqdes „ pqe and
two.

Accident victims’ claims

limited to 1L232,500

Jerusalem Post Reporter

The maximum general damages
which road accident victims could
claim for pain and suffering, as of
the end of November 1978, were
EL232.500 and not as reported In The
Jerusalem Post on January 4. In a
book by Dr. Plnhas Goldstein on
compensation of accident victims, it

was stated that the maximum
damages provided by law axe ZLI00.-
000 linked to the Index; Goldstein
pointed out that the index rose by
132.5 per cent between September
1970 and November 1978.

Would cut inflation to 16 per cent by 1980

Bank of Israel weighs novel economic plan
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

Three senior Bank of Israel
economists have prepared a plan
which is designed to bring the annual
Inflation rate down to 20 per cent
over the next two years. They warn,
however, that this will be at the ex-

pense of the balance of payments,
which will worsen temporarily.
The plan, which envisages a

greater exploitation of Imported
capital over the next two years, has
been submitted to the bank's direc-

torate for study.
According to the devisers of the

plan, a peace treaty with Egypt will

greatly Increase local demand, and
this will boost Inflation still further.

Accordingly, the Immediate post-

peace period should be exploited to

fight inflation, rather than for the

continued reconstruction -of an
export-oriented economy.
The three economists — Zlppora

Gai-Yam, Llora Meridor and Zvl

Auerbach — advocate devaluing the

The Jerusalem Khan Israel Broadcasting Authority

Weekly Chamber Music Concert
at the

Jerusalem Khan

f
Sunday, January 14, 8.30 p.m. Brahms played by the
YUVAL TRIO — Uri Planfca. violin; Simha Heled, cello:

Yonathan Zak, piano
Trio In C Major, Op. 87

Trio In C Minor, Op. 101
Trio in B Major. Op. 8

pound by no more than 0.5 per cent a
month, on the assumption that In
conditions of full employment, it will
not be possible through devaluation
to achieve prices favourable to ex-

ports.

By devaluing the pound by just 0.5

per cent a month, however, the
economists believe that it will be
possible to curb inflation.

They also suggest that Import levies

be cut drastically — to improve the
structure of exports in the long term,
and to bring down prices on the local

market In the short term.
Another proposal Is that

"realistic" wage agreements be
signed. The economists point out
that, with the current uncertainty
concerning wages, workers are
demanding built-in "premiums” to

offset the anticipated erosion in their
buying power.

Finally, the economists advocate
strict monetary restraint, by raising
the cost of directed credit to industry
and to housing. This Is seen as a

necessary adjunct to a slowdown in

inflation and price rises.

The devisers of the plan studied

two alternative econometric models
for the next few years — one based
on the guidelines currently proposed
by the Bank of Israel, and the other

based on the proposals presented in

their own plan. According to their

findings, the line taken by the Bank
of Israel will result In an annual In-

flation rate of 45 per cent In two
years time.

If their own proposals are Im-
plemented. however, the economists
say the rate would be reduced to just

16 per cent by 1980.

They also found, however, that if

their proposals are adapted the

balance-of-payments deficit will in-

crease by some ILSOOxn. over this

two-year period, compared with the

balance -of-payments situation if the

Bank of Israel's present proposals
are followed through. Also, they

found, the gross national product

would rise by only 3 per cent in 1979,

compared with 5.4 per cent in the

Bank's plan. In either case,
however, the GNP would Increase by
7 per cent In 1980.

Meanwhile, It has been learned

that the Bank of Israel Is proposing

changes In its own plan, which was
presented about a month ago. These

changes relate mainly to its anti-

inflation strategy, which, the bank

now believes, must be more radical.

The bank's directorate has not yet

completed studying the economists'

proposals but it has been learned
that it will most probably reject

them.

Some American Jewish
organizations are organizing group
louts to the Olympics not only to con-
tact refuseniks and aliya activists

but to witness how Israeli athletes
will oe treated, Maass reported.
The AJC. along with other Jewish

organizations in the U.S., hope to

meet with Pope John Paul II

"shortly." The arrangements.
Maass said, are underway. They
hope not only to raise the issue of
Israel and recognition of Jerusalem,
but other Jewish Issues as well, the
AJC president said.

"We will bring up the
Oberammergau passion plays in
Germany, and ask that the current
anti-Semitic version be dropped. The
plays ore a source of much religious

anti-Semitism,” Maass said.

Graiver can’t

be tried — no

proof he’s alive

NEW YORK (Reuter). — Argenti-
nian financier David Graiver cannot
be brought to trial '*.r the theft of

$15m. from a U.S. bank because
there is no proof that the
businessman is alive, a Sunreme
Court judge decided on Tuesday.

Graiver allegedly was killed when
a leased jet he was flying in crashed
near Acapulco. Mexico, in 1978. But
because of Investigations Into his
dealings with the American Bank
and Trust Company, and Manhattan
Attorney-General Robert
Morgenthau's claim last year that
the financier was alive, Graiver was
supposed to stand trial last February
on charges of theft.

Manhattan Supreme Court Judge
Arnold Friemail Tuesday said that
Morgenthau did not present suf-
ficient evidence showing that the
Argentinian was still alive and
therefore he could not be tried. But
Frleman said If proof becomes
available showing the businessman
is not dead, he can be tried for the
315m. theft.

A spokesman at Morgenthau's of-

fice said the attorney-general was
still convinced that Graiver Is alive.

JERUSALEM -
yesterday

JERUSALEM -
today

. . . modem, growing, changing but ever the
same.
There is no need to miss either the old or the
new!
These books will enable you to find the past and
the present, the many different flavours and
tastes, the changing faces and places.
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Bargain price: IL53.7S (IncL
VAT).

JERUSALEM -
Illustrated

History Atlas
The Illustrated History Atlas
by Martin Gilbert, Fellow of
Merton College. Oxford and Of-
ficial Biographer of Sir
Winston Churchill. Indispen-
sable for every lover of
Jerusalem, contains 66 maps
and 117 photos. See and feel the
millennial history of
Jerusalem. Know her and
you'll love her. Sought after
and fought over down through
the ages.
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Carta's Jerusalem
Guide and Map
Two companion volumes, in

separate compartments of a
: convenienrpja&tijq wallet;"-

-'

Carta’s Guide: A concise, il-

lustrated handbook of
Jerusalem and surroundings,
with area maps and plans, and
covering Jerusalem’s historic
and modem sites.

G&rta’s Map: Large fold-out
maps of the entire city and the
city centre.
Both the Guide and theMap are
extensively indexed.
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Special price IL79.50 (Incl. VAT)

UNDERGROUND
JERUSALEM

Find and enjoy all those out-of-
the-way places, the ones that
you only find by chance or hear
about from a friend. Here they
all axe in one book. Time and
again this book will save you
time.

Our bargain price only LL69.00
(Incl. VAT).

Take all three and get to know the Jerusalem of

yesterday— today THE JERUSALEM

Available from all offices of A
send this coupon now

To: The Jerusalem Post
P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem

Please send me the book(s) checked below. I have enclosed my
cheque for (including VAT).

CARTA'S JERUSALEM GUIDE AND MAP IL58.76 Unci.
VAT)
JERUSALEM — Illustrated History Atlas IL79.60 (Incl.

VAT)
UNDERGROUND JERUSALEM IL69.00 (Incl. VAT)
ALL of the above for IL202.25 (Incl. VAT)

A cure keeps youyoung, fit and healthy.

The Health Resorts ofGermany
are much more
than you think, wWww

Who doesn't want to keep fit and healthy ? If

you want to enjoy life, maintain your creative

power, advance in your career and secure your

future, you must look after yourself. Do nor

postpone this “General Overhaul" — do it this year.

Nowhere in the whole world can you find so

many attractive possibilities to do something

for your health than in Germany's Spas and
Heairh Resorts.

Mineral Springs and Moor Spas,

Marinotherapeutic Spas and Seaside Resorts,

Climatotherapeutic Health Resorts,

Kneipp Spas and Resorts.

Information and folders through 0 Lufthansa
the representation of the German National Tourist
Office (DZT) in Israel, Tel Aviv, 75, Hayarkon Street
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Production picking up
at Iranian refineries
TEHERAN, — Thousands of Iranian
oil workers yesterday went back to

work at five major refineries shut
down by strikes after intervention by
opposition leaders. Industry sources
said.
"The workers are back on their

jobs and production is picking1 up,"
an official of the National Iranian Oil
Company (NIOC) said.
The workers . returned to the

refineries in Abadan, Shiraz Tabriz,
Kerm&nshah and Teheran after
prolonged discussions between their
representatives . and a team of op-
position leaders, headed by Freedom
Movement chief Mehdi Bazargan.
Teheran's refinery yesterday

processed 90,000 barrels of oil.

refinery sources said — still far
short of its target level of 220,000
barrels per day.
Production at Abadan, the world's

largest refinery, reached 240,000

barrels— less than half of Its capaci-
ty. an oil industry source said. He
said crude production was expected
to be Increased today from Its pre-
sent low figure to meet the refinery's

needs. ®

But despite the increase In oil

production, the state radio said that
three electric power stations serving
Teheran had closed for lack of fuel
and that electricity would be cur-
tailed as a conservation measure.
The broadcast said heavy snowfall

in the Alborz mountains, which
tower over the city, had knocked
down power lines linking hydroelec-
tric stations with the capital.

Power shortages are nothing new
to residents of Teheran, who have
suffered through regular blackouts
every night for weeks. Housewives
and children again queued up yester-

day at kerosene retail stores in IB

cm. of snow. (UPI. AP)

Shah’s wealth rivals Saudis’
NEW YORK (Reuter). — The per-
sonal wealth of Shah Mohammed
Reza P&hlavi of Iran is rivalled In
the Middle East only by the holdings
of the Saud family of Saudi Arabia
and the ruling al-Sabah family in
Kuwait, "The New York Times”
said yesterday.
According to bankers, the shah's

personal portfolio Is worth well over
one billion dollars, the newspaper
said.

It said the bankers, whom it did
not name, had reported that a sub-
stantial part of an estimated two to
four billion dollars which have been
transferred from Iran to the U.S. in

the last two years belongs to the
royal family.
The accumulation of immense

sums was made possible through the
blurring of state and royal funds In
Iran, the paper said.

In 1998 the shah formed the
P&hlavi Foundation, a combination
charitable organization and family
trust, to which he said he was
transferring 90 per cent of his
holdings. On Tuesday, the shah
ordered othermembers of the family
to turn over their property to the
foundation.
The "Times’* said much of the

shah's affluence is because of the

foundation, which, in effect, is his

personal property.
It said the foundation, aside from

charitable activities, is apparently
used in three ways: as a source of

funds for the royal family; as a
means of exerting control over the
economy through foundation
holdings in key sectors; and as a con-
duit for rewards to supporters of the
government. Foundation assets are
thought to he about three billion

dollars.
The paper said that a document

drawn up last autumn by a dissident
group in Teheran appeared to be ac-
curate. The list showed that the
P&hlavls have an interest In 17 banks
and insurance companies, 20 metal
enterprises, eight mining com-
panies. 10 building-materials com-
panies, 49 construction companies,
43 food companies and 26 trade or
commerce enterprises.

WOMEN’S PLACE. — Pope John
Paul n said yesterday that women's
vocation in life is motherhood and
always will be. In an address to his

weekly general audience in St.

Peter's Basilica, the Polish-born
pontiff said that motherhood was at
the centre of Christian belief and
should be protected and promoted.

100 VIETNAMESE
REFUGEES
ARRIVE IN ISRAEL
NEXT WEEK

How will it be reported in the world press?

Will your friends and relatives overseas know about it

or will it be relegated to six lines on page 1 7?

Knowing first hand about what's going on in Israel is

what "hasbara" is really all about.

And you can’t find that in most of the world's papers,

even if they have prestigious names on their

mastheads.

When it comes to Israel you can't beat The

Jerusalem Post International Edition.

24 pages every week, packed with news, features,

photos, cartoons.

An intimate round-up of the week in Israel, flown to

90 countries around the world.

Keep someone in touch. Send us the coupon. We'll

do the rest.

The caption of this Vietnam News Agency photo monitored In Tokyo
yesterday reads: ’'Kampuchean revolutionary armed forces cap-

tured the royal palace in Phnom Penh at noon on January 1, 1979.*'

(AP radiophoto)

‘U.S. could destroy

Soviet sub fleet’
WASHINGTON (APj. — U.S. anti-

submarine warfare is developing to

a point where it might be able to

destroy Russia's entire underwater
missile fleet, it was reported yester

day.
' 'The Washington Post” said that a

study by the congressional research

service of the Library of Congress
showed the Soviets already are
responding by protectively con-
voying their missile-firing sub-
marines 'and keeping newer, long-

range models close to home.
Quoting sources, the newspaper's

report said that U.S. technology is

such that it can identify and follow

Individual Soviet submarines by the
distinctive noises they make.
According to the research service

study, anti-submarine technology is

not among the Issues involved In

negotiations for a new strategic
arms limitation treaty.

France not interested

in joining Salt III talks

PARIS (AP). —»The French govern-
ment announced yesterday that it

would not take part in future
strategic arms limitation talks
(Salt) affecting European-range
nuclear weapons.
Presidential spokesman Pierre

Hunt said after a regular cabinet
meeting that France would not wish
to join SALT HI talks because it

wanted to maintain its own indepen-
dent nuclear deterrent. Hunt said

France, however, hoped for a speedy
conclusion to the current SALT n
negotiations between the U.S. and
the Soviet Union.

Moroccan terror bomb
kills three children

RABAT (Reuter; . — Three children

were killed and two persons Injured

when a bomb exploded near a radio

transmitter antenna In northeast

Morocco Tuesday, the Moroccan dai-

ly "Al-Bayane” reported yesterday.
Official confirmation of the report

was not immediately available. "Al-

Bayane" said the bomb exploded on
a road between Sldi Yahia and Ouja,
close to the Algerian frontier.

Traces of cancer agent found in beer
HEIDELBERG. — The German
Cancer Research Centre said yester-

day that some beers contain traces
of a substance that can cause cancer
— but added that it is possible to
eliminate It by new brewing
methods.
The centre released information

on its study after the West German
magazine "Der Stem" carried a
report on it.

Germans, who consider beer "li-

quid bread," were shocked. "The
report is enough to disturb the sleep
of an entire nation," said the Essen
newspaper "Neue Ruhr Zeitung" in

an editorial entitled
*
'Spitting in

Beer."
The centre said it had tested 1B8

beers in a two-year study financed
by the German government and the
American National Cancer Institute,

and_70 pex.cent.pf them .contained
traces ofnitrosamine. which it

described as one. of the
,

strongest
c^cef-Inducliig‘agenti known.
"Research by the centre's scien-

tists has shown that the nitrosamine
is produced by contact with nitric ox-

ide when the beer's malt is dried," a
centre announcement said. "This
means that new methods of
technology will be able in the future
to prevent the formation of
nitrosamine."
The German brewers federation in

a reaction to the study announced

that it has authorized the centre and
Munich's Technological University
to investigate new ways of producing
pure malt to eliminate the
nitrosamine.
A spokesman said traces of the

substance were found in beers made
in Germany, Britain and other coun-
tries. "No American beers were
tested but it is known that the situa-

tion in America Is no different than
in Germany,” the spokesman said.

RudolpH Preussmann, the head of

the centre team that made the study,
said that in addition to beer 169 other
foodstuffs were tested. He said
nitrosamine traces also were found
in some pickled meats, ham.
sausage and cheese — but much
more in beer.

Prof. Preussmann told a news con-
ference that the study was based on

.-a .new..method that enables
^researchers to detect amounts of

nitrosamine kas small as a millionth

"of a grain.
"In view of the high consumption

of beer (in Germany), even the
smallest concentrations of
nitrosamines are to be taken
seriously,” Preussmann said.

West Germany considers itself the
beer capital of the world. Annual per
capita consumption in 1977. the most
recent year for which statistics are
available, was 146.6 litres.

The U.S. Brewers Association said

last September that initial studies in-

dicated some American beers might
contain tiny traces of nitrosamines
— two or three parts per billion.

The German study found up to 68
millionths of a gram of nitrosamines
in a litre of beer, or roughly 68 parts
per billion, "Stern” magazine said.

It said the heaviest concentrations
were found in dark and strong beers.
"Stern” said a German brand of

painkiller called Pyramidon was
removed from the market 18 months
ago after Preussman found much
smaller quantities of nitrosamines in

it.

"The average German beer
drinker swallows as many
nitrosamines in Export. Plls or Alt
beer as there are In up to 70
Pyramidon pain tablets,” "Stern”
said)

Nitrosamines occur in foods and
are created naturally within , the
body when nitrites combine, with
chemicals called amines or amides.
The U.S. government said last

summer that it suspected nitrite

itself may cause cancer.
"Stern" quoted American

biochemist William Lijin Ky, one of

the leading nitrosamine
researchers, as saying: "Of course
this won’t cause me to give up beer
entirely. But if I have a choice. I

prefer to drink a type with as few
nitrosamines as possible.” (UPI, AP)

Historic Hejaz railway to run again
JEDDA (AP). — Saudi Arabia. Jor-

dan and Syria have agreed in princi-

ple to rebuild the historic Hejaz
Railway, linking the three Middle
East countries, it was announced of-

ficially here yesterday.
Saudi Communications Minister

Hussein Mansoori stated that the
1,300-km. line would cost nearly Jib.
and might take seven to nine years to

build.

The original narrow-gauge Hejaz
line was built in the days of the Ot-
toman Empire and provided a link

extending the European railway
system via Istanbul and Ankara In

Turkey all the way to Islam's holy
cities In Saudi Arabia.
The original line was destroyed

during World War I by Arab rebel

forces assisted by Lawrence of

Arabia, the British officer of legen-

dary fame.
The new line would be In standard

gauge and is expected to carry "an
enormous amount of freight and
pilgrims and other passengers."
stated Jordanian Communications
Minister All Al-Suhaiman. It would
also speed the movement of cargo
between the three countries and
relieve the pressure on their ports,

he added.
Al-Suhaim&n. who was in Jedda

for talks on the rebuilding of the
railway, said the construction costs
will be shared equally by the three
states and that once completed, the
railway will be administered by a
joint committee.

Cypriot sides agree to Waldheim agenda
NICOSIA (Reuter). — Both the
Greek-Cypriot and Turkish-Cypriot
sides have agreed to resume inter-

communal talks on Cyprus based on
an agenda proposed by UN
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim,
it was announced here yesterday.

A Cyprus government spokesman
said that President Spyros
Kyprianou told UN special represen-
tative Galindo Pohl that his ad-
ministration accepts the Immediate
resumption of the long-stalled talks

on the basis of Waldheim's
suggestions.
The Turkish-Cypriot news agency

TAK said yesterday that Turkish-
Cypriot leader Rauf Denktash told
Pohl he was ready to take part in the
talks under the framework put
forward by Waldheim.

But the prime minister of the self-

proclaimed Turkish Federated State
of Cyprus, Mustafa Cag&tay was
quoted as 9ay(ng the Turklsh-
Cypriots would start the negotiations
with "some reservations."

Rape trial couple kiss and make up
SALEM. Oregon (AP). — John and
Greta Rideout, the couple Involved
in what was believed to be the first

trial in the U.S. of a husband charged
with raping his wife while they were
living together, have told their at-

torneys they have made up.
Two weeks ago a jury acquitted

Rideout, 21. after three hours of
deliberation.
During the six-day trial. Intimate

details of their lives and the October

Incident were publicized. Mrs.
Rideout. 23, contended that her hus-
band had raped her while their
young daughter stood by crying.
“Mommy. Mommy.”
The Rideouts could not be reached

on Tuesday night. However, Salem
attorneys Jean. Christensen and
Charles Burt confirmed that the cou-
ple had visited each of them earlier
in the day and announced their
reconciliation.

Billy Carter signs

‘pact’ with Libyans
ATLANTA (AP). — The visit of a Li-

byan delegation to Georgia has been
shunned by the state’s top officials

and severely criticized by Jewish
leaders. But the Libyans and host
BiJJy Carter — U.S. President Jim-
my Carter's brother — cbose to Ig-

nore it all and sign a friendship
agreement.
Ahmed al-Shahati, head of the 15-

member delegation and chief of the
Libyan government's Foreign
Liaison Office, announced the es-

tablishment of the Libyan-Arab-
Georgia Friendship Society during a
reception on Tuesday night at an
Atlanta hotel.

"The Libyans are the beat friends
I've ever made in my life," Carter
said as he signed the agreement
along with Libyan delegation
members and other Georgians.
Last September, the president's

brother was part of a delegation of
Georgians who travelled to Libya on
an unofficial visit. Carter said the
Libyans' trip to Georgia ia a
reciprocal visit.

Czech kills self in
anti-Soviet protest
MELBOURNE (AP). — A
Czechoslovak refugee committed
suicide In front of startled shoppers
yesterday in Hobart, capital of the
Australian island of Tasmania.
The suicide was apparently to

protest the choice of Moscow as the
site for the 1980 Olympic Games.
The dead man was Josef Douda,

55, a widower who came to Australia
after the Russian invasion of
Czechoslovakia in 1968. He parked
his car outside the city’s main post
office and shot himself with a .22 ri-

fle.

Irish gov’t makes plans for

possible oil spill disaster

SANTRY. Ireland (AP). — The Irish

government drew up contingency

plans yesterday to combat a posable

massive oil spill in picturesque Ban-

try Bay. where thousands of tons or

oil lie in the wreckage of the French

tanker Betelgeuse.

The 121,430-ton tanker was torn m
half early Monday by explosions that

killed all 43 French crewmen and

seven Irish terminal employees of

Gulf Oil. The tanker was discharging

a cargo of Saudi Arabian crude at

the Whiddy Island terminal when it

blew up. „
"We're preparing for the worst,

Liam Mullins, pollution control of-

ficer for County Cork, said yester-

day. "We simply can't afford to take

chances."

Bill Finnegan, chairman of

Oil’s Irish subsidiary, maid anT
timated five tons (33 barrels)

are seeping from the wrecked tank*
every hour. Gulf officials said ^
could be coming from a leaking ta»*
although they believe other tank# u
the sunken vessel remain intact.

The Betelgeuse had unloaded ^
estimated two-thlrda of ita l20.o^_

ton cargo before it blew up. Some «
ficials estimated that as much as jq

'

000 tons may have been burned
otjfai

the fire that raged for more than a
hours after the explosions.

**

Gulf yesterday brought in heav,
anti-pollution booms from Sweden to

ring the terminal and the sunk*,

tanker in case the rate of ol] flow

from the vessel increases.

Turks seek escaped Arabs
ISTANBUL (Reuter). — Police

searched Turkey’s biggest city today

for two Palestinian Arab terrorists

who escaped from jail where they were

serving life sentences for killing four

Israeli airline passengers in an air-

port attack two years ago.

Officials said a close watch was
being kept on all exits. Including the

airport, where Mehdi Mohammed
Zilh and Hussein Mohammed al-

Rashid. both In their 20s, launched

an assault on the departure hall with

explosives and automatic weapons

in August 1976. The four who died

were passengers about to board u,

El A1 flight to Tel Aviv.

Authorities at Sagm&lcllar prison,

one of the city's largest, were t
vestigating how the two men manag-

ed to cut through the bars of visits*

cubicles yesterday and. escape

mingling with visitors.

The public prosecutor’s office said

the investigation was aimed at es.

tablishing whether the two men had

any accomplice* in the jail, Ue
scene of a mass break-out by 13 in,,

prisoned right-wingers two month*

ago.

Dutch question two Israeli brothers

AMSTERDAM (Reuter). — Dutch
police are searching for two
foreigners who held two Israeli

brothers and two policemen at gun-

point and made off with the police of-

ficers’ pistols.

Police said the Israelis, who were
Illegally in Holland, were being
questioned about the incident. They
identified the pair by their Initials,

R.A., aged 22, and A.W., aged 19,

both of Tel Aviv.
A spokesman said two officers of

the aliens police had stopped a car in

the city centre to check on the three

occupants, who included one of the

Israelis. All five went to the Israeli’s

home after the men said their iden-

tification papers were there.

The second Israeli was at tin

house. One of the unknown
foreigners pulled out a gun, ordered

the brothers and the policemen talk

on the floor and tied them up before

taking the police pistols and escap-

ing by car with his colleague.

The Rotterdam newspaper "Alg*

meen Dagblad" said the two

foreigners were Palestinian Arabs,

but police were unable to confirm

this.

"We have no Idea what nationality

the foreigners have or where they

are hiding out. The two Israeli

brothers say they did not know Us

two men." a spokesman said.

Tokyo TV crew ‘experiments’ with rape
TOKYO (AP). — More than 100

policemen answering a kidnap
alarm found instead a television

crew "experimenting' ’ to see how
easy it was to lure young girls, a
police spokesman said yesterday.
The spokesman said a 10-year-old

girl ran into a police box in Nerixna,

northern Tokyo, on Tuesday and said

someone had lured her into a car,

saying , "Don't you want to see the

Pink Lady?"
The "Pink Lady" is a popular pair

of young women singers.

The spokesman said a similar ap-

proach had been used by a man who
has kidnapped and raped about 10 lit-

tle girls, and police were on full alert

for the real "Pink Lady” kidnapper .

when the girl came In with .her
.

report.
’ :

Police answering the report found

two men and an eight-year-old gjri

in a nearby car. The spokesmanmu
one of the men identified himselfu*
29-year-old assistant producer work-

ing for the Tokyo-based television

network Zenkoku Asahi Hoao, and

added that they were experlmenUny

to see if young girls were easy pity.

Although greatly disturbed,

spokesman said, the police were
considering legal action against

network.

Meanwhile, the police reporf|j$B
arrest yesterday of Ichiro H<
an ex-plumber, on charges
napping and rape. Police said
mitted. to .gome sexual.miSP;

S. Africa boxer’s victim pleased at ban
PRETORIA (Reuter). — A black
youth shot in the legs two years ago
by South African heavyweight boxer
Kallie Knoetze said yesterday he
was very happy to hear that Knoetze
had been barred from fighting in the
U.S.

Stanley Ndlovu, 17. had his right
leg amputated after being shot by
Knoetze. then a detective constable,
during black protest riots in
Atterldgeville township outside
Pretoria.

The U.S. State Department has
revoked the boxer's visitor’s visa

and cancelled his planned fight

Bill Sharkey at Miami Bead
Saturday after press reports wl

focussed on the Atterldgeville 1;

dent.
"Kallie cannot be expected to be il

the top when he destroyedmy future]

I also wanted to be at the top &
boxer," Ndlovu told reporter^

yesterday.
Earlier he told of his arrest tyj

Knoetze and other policemen
"When I asked for water I was toldtd

drink my blood. I lay there groanlnd

and writhing in pain, but I was toldtq

drink my blood," he said.

Actor Lee Marvin goes to court
in ‘palimony’ suit by ex-girlfriend
LOS ANGELES (Reuter). — Actor
Lee Marvin appeared in court
yesterday at the start of a case that
will decide whether the film tough
guy must pay his former girlfriend
half a million dollars for her devo-
tion, even though they never
married.

“I’m glad to see this case has final-
ly come to a head," the grey-haired
Marvin, 94, told reporters.

If singer Michelle Triola Marvin
wins her claim for what Americans

call "palimony," the outcome corf

set off a wave of similar claims

across the U.S. by women wboft

live-in boyfriends walked out
them.
Triola, who added the actor '(

name to hers after they met on a 01®

set in 1964, was in the packed cour

troom when the proceedings opened

In the first significant legal ruling

Los Angeles Superior Court Judp
Arthur Marshall said that he h#
decided after consulting with both

sides not to have a Jury.

England faces strike of transport system
LONDON (Reuter). — A train
drivers’ strike brought misery for
millions of London commuters
yesterday and the whole country fac-

ed the prospect of a crippling
transport stoppage. Drivers cam-
paigning for a 10 per cent — seven
pounds sterling a week — bonus
brought all but a handful of services

to halt in Britain's Southern Regka
the major' commuter route to it*

capital.

A national rail strike next weo

appeared likely after the breakdo*1

of pay negotiations, and there «
the threat that 175,000 road franep01

drivers would launch an all-®1

strike today.

Heatwave down under
SYDNEY (Reuter). — A heat-wave
sent temperatures soaring to 44
degrees centigrade yesterday, and
at least 20 people collapsed and were
rushed to hospital. In Southeast
Australia, firemen fought a raging
bushfIre which has so far destroyed
40.000 dunams of tinder-dry
woodland.

"Note will I bring again the captivity ofJacob, and have mercy upon the
whole house of Israel... "
"When. I have brought them ayain from the people, and gathered them
out oftheir enemies' lands, andam sanctified in them in the sight of many
nations ;

"

"Then shall they know that Iam the LORD their God, which caused them
to be led into captivity among the heathen: but I have gathered them unto
their oicti (and, and have, left none of them any more there. "

Ezekiel 39:25. 27-28

SHALOM ISRAEL: Jerusalem
Continuing with another 20 Bible
prophecies specifically fulfilled In

the miracle restoration of Israel in

our day.

H: 10-9:13 Saturday Evening
(Prayer beforehand 7-8.)

Belt tfamavessar ijuat south of the
corner of Shlvtel Ylsrael and
Nevi'im streets 1.

Tourists especially welcome.
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Emergency
First Aid Services
are available rounds

the-clock at all Maf^j
David Adorn stations!™
Israel. Direction
show the red Star
David on a whit®!

background.

To Tour
the Central Blood

in Jaffa or visit M*#®*
David Adorn stations*

Phone MDA Head-

quarters. Tel Aviv

(03)36222 between
a.m. and l.OOp.m*

Visitors* are welcome
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Foreigners, Jewish or otherwise, are still relatively rare in China. Here a photographer

fnmi abroad draws carious smiles from the residents of Sian. (Camera Press)

• th*SOURING the course of a long train

In th^Me. * Chinese gentleman sharing
.w & ay compartment struck up a con*
ujjz** k -creation- la our duct 1 mentionednV-fa*M bad cosat to CWna on a year's

reholariWp^ He complimented me^—--on my CMncM and I mentioned that

fl»«v spoke nine-languages. At this he
**lCh ihook. his heed In disbelief. Then he

ufted me my religion. When I said I

.

ere
U*r. hob Jewish, he smiled. “Ah, now I

a
5? vuindentsnd;** he said. 'That ex-
tee Uiolalns howan la-yesr-oW girl can be
^ 4 gtaoo intelligent.

w •

" ’ vu not only surprised at his

ark, Zwhs surprised tolearn that

gentleman had even heard of
55s
» eolith Jews. KT Chinese roommate, Z di»-
r‘ew^‘ covered, had heard of Jews, but ap-
’

s*tf
.
f«rsntiy did not know that any still

‘^eattst existed- “We learned In history

she toldme.’’that youhad all

'been killed by Hitler and the fascists,

a wJiatj^Hsa there been any change?"
YetT had some learning to do

The ^myself, and was surprised to dls-

did m Jcover that Jews had thrived in China

atnta,5
,

m*ny centuries ago. v
.v

Up until a few decades ago, one
'could still find.descendants of an an-

cient Jewish community in the city

lot Kalfeng, about 300 kilometres

: the n»» southeast of Peking.

Ight.yZ Although some legends bold that

e spate®* these Jews arrived In China 2,000

UfledS' years ago, there Is no historical*

itprodw record of
.
their .existence there

•baaed beforethe ninth century C.K. Arabic

AaahiBr scribes there in that century,

re kcpmk however, referred to the Jewish

, VeS~r commercial communities as “old
“= and well-established."

f dhtnrfe

‘e police p THESE JEWS were called dao jin

ictim spt jiaa. The words mean knife, nave
and religion, and probably refer to

... the kosfaering of meat.
.

..

m2 1? Marco Polo speaks of the great
icmroa

poiltJcai and commercial. ioOuerce
i chupi

. Qf^ Chinese chronicle* men-
PoteEttH

t|on the Jews for the first time in
tuaj mlsK .

• •
•

.
-

seejhe.

Ancient

Jews

of China
By SILVIA ASCHNER

Special to The Jerusalem Post

1829. The Jews of Europe learned of
the existence of this small communi-
ty only bi the seventeenth century
from Catholic missionaries who had
visited this city.

Relatively precise sources tell us
that in the ninth and tenth centuries
about 1.000 Jews came from Persia
and India upon an Invitation by the
king of the province of Henan
(Kaifeng is the capital of this
province). The king also authorized
them to buSd the synagogue or It pat
si, built like a Chinese pagoda. This
synagogue was destroyed in 1642

during a general uprising and was
shortly afterwards reconstructed.
On a column Inside this pagoda the

following text was inscribed: “He
who honours the sky, the earth, his

prince, his parents and his teacher is

not far from the roadto virtue and to

truth.”
Contact with Jews in Persia was

eventually lost, and the Jews of

Kalfeng developed their own forms
of worship. Upon entering their syn-

agogue they kept their hats on, but
removed their shoes. They honoured
Confucious and may have even tried

to find parallels between Judaism

and Chinese religion, such as the

veneration of the skies, fasting, and
elaborate honouring of the dead.
But according to records, the

Kalfeng Jews observed the Sabbath
and the major Jewish holy days.

They were also known for not marry-
ing outside of their fAith.

The death of the last rabbi in 1663

marked the beginning of the com-
munity's decline. In 1966 the syn-
agogue was demolished and the

Jews had to sell its stones to

Moslems for the erection of a mos-
que.
By 1900 the few Jews left there

were distinguishable from the
general Chinese population only by
their names and by the fact that they
did not eat pork.

WITH THE CIVIL. WAR and other

disorders of the 1940s, every last

trace of the old Jewish community of

Kalfeng was go oe. The only
reminder today is a small road there

called the Street of the Jewish Com-
munity.
Nevertheless, the Kaifeng Jews,

as well as the 20th century Jewish
community at Shanghai, seem to

have left a positive Impression In the

minds of ehe Chinese people.

Never throughout my year in

China did I hear anything that could

be construed as an anti-Jewish
remark. Nor for that matter did I

ever hear a negative word about
Israel. Indeed Chinese officials fre-

quently remarked on the ac-
complishments of the Jewish State in

its short history, and indicated that

relations did not exist between the

two countries because of the “global
situation.

1 '

When I told one Chinese diplomat
that I would like to do whatever I

could to help foster relations
between China and Israel, he wished
me good luck and sounded quite

sincere.

MS0EER
‘IF EVER anyone could justly be
called 'Mr. Tel Aviv' it Is Url

**' Kesaary," a Jerusalem Post jour-
tlMBl Bor naliat once wrote, describing the
sa report* k vetertfnwriterwho died in Tel Aviv’s
teridgeriBe: IchUov hospital yesterday morning

,
after a prolonged illness.

exp«*ri& Thougbhe loved Jerusalem, where
loyednjfc he .worked for many years, and
s at the tqi Haifa, where he studied and started
told HP*7 his literary career, It was “the city

of sand and strain," as he once
of his am* described Tel Aviv, whichwas really

,er police In bis blood.

-

ralerlw* Url Kesaary was born in Jaffa on
\ythenp£ July 19, 1901, son of Nathan Kreiz-

i. but 1 win man, a '-German-educated
said-

;nd

6 k*8 tether he learned the art ofpublic
relations,. dedication to hard work.

y
-ited

order and initiative.
wai He studied at Tel-Aviv's Herzliya

. , ,w, t Gymnasium, but .graduated from-
ied Haifa's Real! School after his

agronomist who later became -a
banker, .and Miriam Krugliakov
Krelzmon. . on Odessa-born pianist
and music teacher. From his
mother, who was taught Hebrew by
Chaim Nachman Bialik; he Inherited
bis artistic flair, and at one point Url
even wanted to study music. From

heyay
Uiepfi^
ceedWf-
esrfWR

aid t*J
rultmz

*"*

jury-.

9triW“$

flffg
ioroBi^

parents, moved there. He was
fascinated by the multi-national

character of Haifa and started
writing at an early age.

After a visit to Paris, he found per-
manent employment in 1925 as a
journalist with "Davar.'' He return-
ed to Paris aa a regular “Davar"
correspondent, a post which he held
until his return here In 1932.
Kesaary, who knew English, French
and German, was also a contributor
to “Le Soir” and “La Volontt.”
In 1932 Kessary moved to

Jerusalem, where he spent the next
five years on the staff of “Doar
Hayom." Jerusalem was at the time
the centre of Jewish Agency and
Mandatory government activity,

and Kesaary established his head-
quarters at Zion Square’s Vienna
Cafe, a meetingpoint for all the jour-

nalists converging on Rehov
Hassolel, where at the time The
Jerusalem Post and other
newspaper offices were situated.

After some time Kessary gladly
returned to Tel Aviv, where he ,

founded an Independent “Tisha
Ba’erev” weekly, which eventually

became “Ha’Olam Hazeh," which in

1950 passed to a different editorship.

Eventually Kessary became a con-
tributor to "Yediot Aharonot,” a
columnist for “Ka’aretz." & founder-

Uri Kessary

member of "Ma'ariv” and the
author of a number of books.

He won Tel Aviv’s Sokolov Prize in

Journalism in 1960 and In 1965

Kessary became the President of

Israel Journalists Association.

Kessary's Identification with the

cultural life of Tel Aviv earned him
the distinction of Distinguished
Citizen of Tel Aviv in 1978.

Throughout his prolonged illness,

his lively commentary continued to

appear in the press. He is survived

by his wife Fanny, whom he married
in 1923, by their two children, Adar
and Gii. and grandchildren. A.Z.
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AVAILABLE FROM BETTER BOOKSHOPS EVERYWHERE

THE GOVERNMENT has drawn up
contingency plans to use emergency
powers and troops to maintain essen-
tial services if the present crop of

strikes now affecting the whole of

Britain grows any worse within the
next few days.
Home Secretary Merlyn Rees says

he hopes it will not be necessary to

use such powers, but if it Is, he will

do so to ensure that vital supplies

and fuel get through to hospitals, fire

stations, the police, etc.

Britain is certainly a bleak place
to be living In at the moment. Having
just emerged from a week of Aretic

weather, which kepi many roads
Icebound from New Year until the

weekend, the country Is now in the

grip of industrial action. Hardly
anyone is un-affected. A strike by
some petrol tanker drivers has made
this fuel senree. Last weekend I

spent almost two hours trying to find

a petrol station that was open. When
I succeeded. I waited in a queue for

almost an hour, without receiving a
full tank.

Another strike Involving lorry

drivers (not those in petrol tankers)

means that shops are low on food
supplies. Frozen foods have virtually

disappeared from supermarket
shelves after housewives panicked
and went on a buying spree. Some
food manufacturers have warned

Bleak Britain
LONDON LETTER/Hyam Comey

that if they do not get deliveries of in-

gredients such as flour and sugar
within a few days, their factories will

have to close. Thousands of people
would be put out of work.
The newspapers are full of gloom.

One commented that while Hitler
was unable to bring Britain to a
standstill, the strikers might
succeed.
Two newspapers, of course, have

been unable to report the bad news
— or any news. “The Times ” and its
stable companion the “Sunday
Times’* have not appeared tor five
weeks because of a crippling series
of work stoppages.

AT THE ROOT of most of the strikes
is the government's pay policy call-

ing for maximum wage increases of
five per cent. Though this policy la

only a recommendation fas opposed
to earlier mandatory pay policies),
the government has warned :ha: if

firms settle for higher increases,
other measures such as increased

taxation — will be taken to curb in-

flation.

As If all this were not enough,
workers in the public sector (local

council employees) are also
threatening to strike at the end of the
month. This would Involve a whole
range of occupations. Including
dustmen.
The prospect for 1979 is bleak, in-

deed. I can think of no one who might
benefit from the situation, except
perhaps aliy-a officers, who have Just

completed a record year and can ex-

pect to do even better "business"
this year unless the situation here
improves rapidly. And of course,

thousands of children are happy,
having to stay at home, because
there is no oil to heat their
classrooms. But for the rest of us,

it's pretty miserable.

THE NEW YEAR’S honours list

noticeably contained almost no
Jews, unlike the famous resignation
list of Premier Harold Wilson, which

read like a who's who of Jewry,
iMany of those honoured by him, in-

cluding Lord Kagan, have since
earned unfortunate notoriety for a
variety of reasons.)
One of the few Jews named this

year was Isaac Hai Jacob, who was
mAdc a knight. Now 70. he was born
in Shanghai and Is Senior Master of

the Supreme Court and a QC. He is

not well known In the Jewish com-
munity. though he is a member of.

London's Sephardi congregation.

"BAR MITZVA Boy,” a new musical
that opened here less than three

months ago amid a great fanfare of

publicity and high hopes for a long

run. has closed.

The show, based on an award-
winning television play by British

playwright Jack Rosenthal, failed to

get' good reviews and never caught
the imagination of the public, as the
play did. The show which employed
much American talent in the produc-
tion side, was scheduled to go to

Broadway. That nowseems unlikely.

“Bar Mitzva Boy” probably suf-

fered by comparison with “Fiddler

On the Roof." It was not another
“Fiddler.'* nor was It meant to be. I
saw the show during its opening
week and found It enjoyable, though
I doubted its capacity to be a hit.

Sadly. I was right.

THE GOLDMANN phenomenon has
been haunting the Zionist movement
for nearly half a century. Dr. Nahum
Goldmann's fans praise his charm,
the lucidity of his analyses, his in-

dividuality And independence. His
critics point to Dr. Goldmann’s
irresponsibility, his maddening
propensity to pose as Mr. Jewry and
his tendency to negotiate direct with
world potentates, ignoring his
colleagues on the official bodies he
purports to represent.
Dr. Goldmann himself seems to be

rather proud of his originality. He
told a World Jewish Congress
meeting here fairly recently how he
was charged by Ben-Gurion, at the
inception of the state, to approach
Albert Einstein at Princeton and
offer him the Presidency. He
presented the request officially

and then advised Einstein not to

accept the position.

A TYPICAL Goldmann syndrome
made its appearance in 1946. when
the American Zionists, headed by
Rabbi Abba Hillel Silver, braced
themselves to counter the British

government's intention of putting
the lid on Jewish hopes about
Palestine. Whatever course of action
the American Jewish Conference
proposed, Nahum Goldmann op-
posed.
Dr. Zvi Ganin has retraced the

events of that fateful summer in a
study In Volume V of "Hatsionut"
(“Zionism"), a scholarly journal

published by the Tel Aviv University

and Hakibbutz Hame'uhad.
While the official policy of the

Zionist Organization had been defin-

ed by the Biltmore Declaration of

1942. as the establishment of a
Jewish state in Palestine. Goldmann
gave an anonymous interview to a
“New York Times" reporter stating

that the Zionists would welcome par-

tition. When Silver asked to be

Goldmann phenomenon
WRITERS AND READERS/Sraya Shapiro

received by President Truman, he
learned to his amazement that
Truman insisted on seeing Gold-
mann and Louis Lipsky as well.
Silver fumed over the “chaotic
situation." but was powerless to bri-
dle the unruly Goldmann.
The future of the Jews in

Palestine, went Goldmann's argu-
ment. depended on the Arabs, not on
the British Empire. The Arabs would
change their attitude the moment
they lived separately from the Jews.
The Jews should enter a Middle East
federation (“but not the Arab
League, which is practically non-
sense In the 20th century".) This
would show the Arabs that the Jews
did not represent European in-
terests.

Moreover, when the Arabs realiz-
ed that they would always be
stronger than the Jewish state, the
way would be paved for,good
neighbourly relations.

It did not bother Goldmann that
such prospects had no precedent in

the history of nations.

GANIN ADMITS that Goldmann
acted rashly in submitting the parti-

tion Idea to the American ad-
ministration without the authority of

the official Zionist bodies. But he
sees as “a masterpiece of personal
diplomacy” Goldmann's
"Washington coup, "which won over
the American President to the idea
of partition. But Goldmann’s “ad-
vice was rejected, since the British

would have nothing of partition.

Dean Acheson, for the State Depart-

Nabnm Goldmann

Znent. declared that the Americans
were washing their hands of the
whole business, but not breaking
with Britain on the Issue. Silver call-

ed Goldmann's move “a colossal
political blunder. We had played our
trump card and we had lost."

But not completely, says Ganin. In
the long run. Goldmann's views
prevailed. When the idea of partition

became more general, in 1947, the
Americans could more easily en-

dorse it since they had already sup-
ported it once, however briefly.

THE FACT IS that Dr. Goldmann
has never been able to work as part
of a team. A philosopher, he cannot
concentrate on one practical goal to

the exclusion of all extraneous con-
siderations. as did Ben-Gurion.
Rather, he lessens the impact of a
particular task by publicly placing It

in the historical perspective.
Nor does Goldmann believe that

the Zionist ideal, to which he himself
subscribed by becoming head of the
Zionist organization, is the only, or
the best, or even a possible, means of

ensuring the Jewish people a secure
future.
Jews are not a "normal" people,

he writes in an article published in

the autumn issue of "Foreign Af-

fairs." Nor are they likely to become
one. even in Israel. He subscribes to

Goethe's dictum that peoples and
humans have to live “by the law by
which they started their existence."
Goldmann envisages an Israel

which is little more than a cultural
centre, as Ahad Ha.'am insisted it

should be.

What could be more simple than
coming to terms with the Arabs on
this assumption? Borders are im-
material. and, says Goldmann, “one
may legitimately wonder why the
Arabs or the Americans should he
committed to the promises of the
Jewish God" as to the extent of Eretz
Yisrael.
Dr. Goldmann has often been com-

mended by ffoyim for agreeing that

what the Jews requested was wrong.
But we hardly need his intervention

at this stage, adding to the pressures

of a hostile world.

A smell of greed in the money-making machine
NEW YORK — Resorts Inter-
national starts some very high roll-

ing on Monday when It attempts to

persuade New Jersey's Casino Con-
trol Commission to let it keep its

Atlantic City money-making
machine.
Resorts' daily winnings have

averaged more than 3630,000 since
its casino opened last May 26. It has
been taking in money about three
times os fast as a Los Vegas casino.

It put about 340m. into Its present
casino, but has grossed more than
3125m. in seven months — making
money as though there were no
tomorrow.
State Attorney-General John

Degnan raised Just that possibility

last month. In a report that indicated
the casino was excessively greedy.
New Jersey's Division of Gaming
Enforcement also recommended
that Resorts be denied a permanent
casino license because of
questionable activities with mobster
Meyer Lansky in the Bahamas and
in New Jersey.
Resorts president I.G. Davis

reacted with an apocalyptic and
hyperbolic appeal to Atlantic City
leaders, many of whom have seen a
friend or two prosper since Resorts

By LEE LESCAZE/Washington Post News Service

came to town.
“If our cause should fail, the cause

of Atlantic City is destined to fail.”

Davis said.

His implication was that if

Resorts, which has been operating

on a temporary license, cannot yet
pass muster in New Jersey, the other
companies with gambling
backgrounds — Bally, Caesar's
World, Penthouse, Playboy and
Harrah's — awaiting their turn
won't qualify either.

THE COMMISSION. In hearings ex-

pected to last Four weeks, will

decide whether Resorts smells of

corruption, hut whatever that deci-

sion, the odour of greed is un-
mistakable.
Resorts pressured to get the tem-

porary license that has enabled it to

reach this point with 3125m. from
casino profits on Its books. Resorts
pushed the commission for less
effective, less expensive electronic

surveillance of the casino floor and
for higherand higher minimum bets.

Commissioner Albert Merck has
repeatedly called Resorts greedy

and has hammered away at hearings
in an effort to preserve some space
at Resorts' tables for smaller bet-

tors. No casino anywhere in the

world so discourages the small bet-
tor.

The economics are simple. A 32 or
35 bettor playing while a bigger bet-

tor waits for a chair is a financial

loss. The odds at each game bring
the house a steady percentage of the

amount bet. The larger that total,

the more a casino keeps.
In the largest U.S. casino, the

MGM Grand in Reno, four of 106

blackjack tables have minimum bets

of 325 or more. In Resorts, 65 per
cent of the tables start at 326,

'Tm wildly prejudiced in favour of

profitable businesses." Merck says,

"but the New Jersey law says
gambling is aimed at increasing
tourism and convention business.

Tourism doesn't depend on a small
group of big bettors.”
Merck says the commission's role

is to see that while the casino makes
a profit it doesn't profiteer. "I say
Resorts has gone over the line into

profiteering,” Merck says.
Resorts' low minimum tables are

usually jammed. A bettor who
doesn't want to wait his turn has
three choices — all of them good for
the casino.
He can leave. He can play over his

head at a 325 table. He can play the
slot machines or the big six wheel
where the house edge is about 17 per
cent, far higher than the table
games.

MOST OF THE 17 allegations
against Resorts relate to connections
with Meyer Lansky and other un-
derworld figures during Resorts'
Bahamas operations. "If you go
back far enough on IBM or General
Electric maybe you' LI find
something distasteful.'' says
William Downey, who represents the
association which Resorts and other
aspirants to casino licenses has
formed. His argument Is a favourite
one with Resorts' supporters.
Resorts reacted to one allegation

from the past when it suspended one
of its executives, Seymour Alter,
who has admitted trying to bribe a
New York judge In 1962 and paying
prostitutes to entertain Bahamian
officials.
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All eyes on Netanya
SOCCER PREVIEW/Paul Kohn

TEL AVIV. — Netanya will host the
match of the week this Saturday with
defending league champions
Netanya Maccabi playing Bnei
Yehuda, unbeaten In 32 league
games.

It was Netanya Maccabi who beat
Bnei Yehuda in the cup final last
year, so the Hatikva Quarter team
will have cause for apprehension.
There will be no joy for them if Ebud
Ben Tovlm has not fully recovered
from Injury to be the line-up. A
glance at the teams' goal averages
shows Netanya Maccabi have scored
24 goals this season, compared to
Bnei Yehuda's 13. Without their
main striker, the Bnei Yehuda at-
tack will have & job finding a way
past Vlsoker in goal and pivot Halm
Bar. Netanya's twin strikers Lavie
and Machness have not been as
effective this season as last, but on
form, they could well put an end to
Bnei Yehuda's unbeaten run.
Whatever the result In Netanya,

Jerusalem Bet&r'a second place
position does not appear In danger
this week. Betar play at home
against Hadera Hapoel. Betar got a
fright last week when bottom of the
table Yehud led them at half-time,
but against a team that has already
conceded 24 goals, Malmillian,
Neuman. Mlaly and Co. should find
the way to scoring goals and collec-
ting two more points.

LEAGUE LEADERS Tel Aviv Mac-
cabi play away again, travelling to
Rishon LeZlon. At the same ground,
an uninspiring Tel Aviv Betar
managed a draw last Saturday. Tel
Aviv Maccabi, anything near their
best, should emerge winners. Mac-
cabi only just beat Haifa Hapoel lost
Saturday, but here the opposition
looks less formidable.
Haifa Hapoel appeared to employ

the wrong tactics against Tel Aviv
Maccabi by not using their wingers
enough. With more support, Shalom
Schwarz is a goal getter in the Haifa
attack, and the lessons of last week
will not have been lost on coach
David Schweitzer. Although also los-

ing 0:1 in Netanya, Jerusalem
Hapoel played well. This will not be
an easy game to win, but home

ground advantage may tip the scales

Haifa Hapoel a

s way.
Beeraheba Hapoel make their se-

cond visit in two weeks to the Bloom-
field Stadium, and after drawing 1:1

here against Tel Aviv Hapoel, now
play against Shimshon. The
Yemenite quarter team made hard
work of beating Hadera Hapoel 1:0

last week. They should have won
more easily. Shalom Avltan is ex-
pected back to lead the Beersheba
attack, which may be good enough to

win another point, but to do so. the
Beersheba defence will have to keep
a close tab on in-form Gideon Damti.
Kfar Sava Hapoel has lost its last

two games by 2 :i, after a run of good
results. In both these defeats, the

Sharon side was somewhat unlucky.

The team travels to the Bloomfield
Stadium to face Tel Aviv Hapoel,
reportedly going through a crisis of

morale. Kfar Sava Hapoel may be
good enough to force a draw.
Lowly Fetah Tikva Maccabi has

won three points in its last two
games, last week deservedly holding
Bnei Yehuda to a draw. This new
confidence in their play may give
Stelmach's team the edge over
visitors Yehud Hapoel, but Yehud
have the better defence and might
just hold on for a draw.

THIRTY-SEVEN persons correctly
marked all 13 results on last week's
Sportoto football pool, each to collect

IL128.000. Over a thousand coupons
showed 12 results right, each worth
IL880. Eleven results will be worth
IL80, and ten right IL14.

Sportoto income topped ILl4m .

last week; prize money after this

week's games will be a minimum of

ILfim.

Sportoto guide:
Jaffa Mac. v Tel Aviv Betar 1

Bisbon Hap. v Tel Aviv Mac. 2
Haifa Hap. V Jerusalem Hap. 1

Netanya Mac. v Bnei Yehuda 1

Fetah Tikva Mac. v. Yehod Hap. x
Jerusalem Betar v Hadera Hap. 1
Shimshon v Beersheba Hap. x
TSI Aviv Hap. v Kfar Sava Hap. x
Henllya Mac. v Hat Yam Hap. x
Marmorek Hap. v Romat Gan Hap. 1

Tirat Hacarrael Hap. v Tiberias Hap. 1

Ramaz Amldar v Petah Tikva Hap. 1

Belt Sbean Hap. v Haifa Mac. 2

CONVOY. Starring Kris Krlstofferaon and
All MacGraw. Directed by Sam Peckin-
pah. (MograM Theatre, Tel Aviv).

"Convoy" la, ostensibly, a story
about truckers who run afoul of the
local cops. They then band together
in what becomes a convoy of hun-
dreds of trucks seekinghaven across
the Mexican border.

It is possible to see this os a protest
film, but it Is not. Peckinpah lets us
know this when "Rubber Duck,” the
leader of the Convoy is asked what is

the purpose of the Convoy. "I don't
know, man," he says. "Maybe the

purpose is just to keep moying." He
is correct; the convoy has ho pur-
pose except its existence.

It is also possible to think of this as
an action film. There are spec-
tacular 8tunts, extraordinarily well
choreographed bar-room fights and
scenes of an entire town being
destroyed. Yet the action Is simply
part of a much larger idea.

Some may conceive of the film as a
comedy, and there are some very
funny elements. "Rubber Duck"
(Kris Krlstofferaon) making love
with a waitress wrapped up as a
birthday gift; Sherriff Lyle R.
Wallace (Ernest Borgnine) swap-
ping lies and jokes with the truckers
and simultaneously taking bribes
from them; a trucker named "Pig
Pen," who has his truck fitted out
with a water bed and mirrors on the

celling; a county sherriff who chases
after All MacGraw because he
thinks she Isn't wearing any panties.

But the film is not a comedy, for

every scene of humour has, as well,

its touching, and possibly even sad,
side.

CARL SANDBURG in his magnifi-
cent poem “The People. Yes" claim-
ed that all of the American people
have a story, and that in every story,
there is a ballad. What Peckinpah
has given us is one of those ballads.
And it is a ballad well told, well sung.
Rubber Duck, Pig Pen, Widow

Woman and Spider Mike are the
truckers that start the Convoy. The
four trucks In trouble draw the sym-
pathy of hundreds of other truckers.
Their plight is broadcast via citizen
band radios, which every truck has,
and the Convoy grows, attracting the
attention of the

. nation. Sherriffs, -

governors and the FBI all intervene,
but the Convoy cannot be stopped.
The truckers cannot be broken.

None of the "outsiders" un-
derstands the phenomenon. The
governor's representative inter-
views the truckers os the Convoy
rolls on. “Why?" he asks and receives
many answers : "Too many road tax-
es," "too many dumb cops,"
"because Nixon was such a
bastard," "because it's right" and
"because Jesus thinks it's a cool

idea."
Only the truckers know the real

reason. There Is none, and they need
no reason. The Convoy becomes the
ultimate expression of the moment,
of an existential need to be. And the
Convoy gives them being.
This is Sam Peckinpah's most

mature and most sophisticated film.
It may be enjoyed at many levels,

but it is well to remember that folk
ballads are based on the needs of a
people. In this, Peckinpah has done
extraordinarily well.
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WHERE TO STAY SITUATIONS VACANT

SERVICED APARTMENTS for rent. Short
term, from *19 per day. Special
arrangements for long term. Herzllya
Heights. Tel. 03-930201. 4 Rehov El Al.

Herzllya.

DWELLINGS

TEL AVIV

FOR SALE 314 mom flat comer Shilo and
Modigliani. North Tel Aviv Tel. 03-52514 or
03-863349.

FOR RENT 214 completely furnished. North
Tel Aviv. Tel. 03-440788.

TO LET 244 luxurious flat. Bnei Dan. fur-

nished, alrcondltloned. telephone, parking,
until June IPM. Tel. 03-453381, 03-932837.

HAIFA

FOR RENT 2 room flat SOaq.m. + telephone.
3300 monthly. Tel. 03-283372.

SITUATIONS WANTED

VEHICLES

INSURANCE
innnninintinninnnHmmuiimnmmimii
BEFORE RENEWING household —
automobile Insurance, phone Goshen. Tel. 03-

7178U; Jerusalem 02-718288.

PURCHASE/SALE

SEGAL BUYS everything, televisions,

stereos, furniture, liquidations. Tel. 03-
838790. 03-863748.

FOR TOURISTS AND GUIDES: the
cheapest shop with large selection of Eastern
and European art (wood, bronze, pictures,

clothing, gifts, souvenirs and al! hand
crafts). Consignation Gallery , 134 Bea-
Yehuda St., first floor. Taj. 03-127213.

PHILIP BUYS: furniture, antiques,
refrigerators, inheritances. Tel. 03-334339.
evenings 03-853489.

Founder: EDZS DE PHILIPPE
l Allenby Road. Tel. 03-57227

T-A. 11/1, 10/1 Nabncco
T.A. 13/1 Sylva

REPORT
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OBJECTS
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the gifted shop
an abundant variety

af exclusive fine gifts

from ail over the

world to satisfy every

taste: our own-

crafted exquisite gold

jewelry.

Beit Halachmi
33 Pinkas Street

Td Aviv ''MZm.

ILh

TELEVISION
EDUCATIONAL: 8.10 Math 7. 8.30
English 8. 9.00 Math 8. 9.20 Special
Education — Our hour. 10.10 English
9. 10.30 Science 6. 10.50 Programme
for kindergarteners. 11.20 Language
and Communications 3-5. 12.00 Music.
12.25 Uterature 10-12. 13.00 Advice
and Guidance 9. 13.20 French. 15.30
English 8. 18.00This la It — live youth
magazine. 17.00 Music in the theatre.
•CHILDREN'S PROGRAMME

:

17.30 Children around the world
18.00 What's Up — people and events
in the news
ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
18.30 News
18.32 Flipper: the escapades of
Flipper the dolphin
19.00 Between Citizen and State — a
pane! answers questions from the
audience
19.30 News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Match of the
Week
20.90 Programme Trailer
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.10 Two Tales from Tel Aviv. Starr-
ing Rachel Hadar and his Lavie.
22.20 Rumpole of the Bailey: Rum-
pole and the.learned friends. Starring
Leo McKern as barrister Horace
Rumpole
23.10 Behind the headlines
23.45 Almost Midnight — news
JORDAN TV (unofficial) :

17.45“ Cartoons. 18-05 I Dream of
Jeannle. 18.30 French Hour. (Little
House on the Prairie on JTV 8) . 19.00
News in French. 19.30 News In
Hebrew. 20.00 News in Arabic. 20.30
Cuckoo Watch. 21.10 The
Professionals. 22.00 News in English.
2215“ Movie of the Week.

'

* (JTV 6, Shows withasterides con-
tinue on JTV 8)

I CINEMAS
Jerusalem 4, 7, 9
Anion: Rolling Thunder; Eden: The
Unglortous Bastard: Edison: tione
with the Wind, 4, 8; Habirafa: Blind
Rage: Kflr: The Silent Partner;
Mitchell: Coma 7, 9, Wed. also at 4;

Orgfl: La Dentelllere; Orna: Leopard
in the Snow; Orion: Hooper; Ron:
Death on the Nile; Semadar: Cousin,
Oouslne 7, 9.19; Small Auditorium
Binyenel Ha'ooma: ToweringInferno
6.45. 9.30; Cinema One: The Last Pic-

,
ture Show 7,00, 9.15

Tel Aviv 4JO, 745, 9.30

Allenby: Where Eagles Dare 6.20,

9.15; Chen: Grease 4.80, 7, 9.80;
Gnema One: High Riders; Cinema
Two: An Unmarried Woman; Dekel:
1900 (Part One) 7.10, 9.30; Drive-In:
The Betsy 7.30, 9.46, Bugsy Malone
5.30; Esther: The Silent Partner;
Gat: Dora Flor and Her Two
Husbands; Gordon: Blume In Love;
Hod: Blind Rage 7.15, 9.30; Umar:

. American Fever; Maxim: The
Pocket Lover; Mograbl: Convoy;
Ophlr: Eyes of Laura Mars: Orly:
Revenge of the Pink Panther: Paris:
Iphlgenle 10, 12, 2. 4.30, 7.15, 9.30:

Peer: Straight Time: Bamat Aviv:
The Uranium Conspiracy 7.15, 9.80,

Wed. also at 4.30: Royal: Married
Woman Searching 10, 12, 2, 4, 7.80.

9A0; Shahaff : Death on the Nile 6.30,

9.15; Studio: The Goodbye Girl;
Tcbelet: Anna and the Wolves; Tel
Aviv: The Unglortous Bastard; Tel
Aviv Museum: The Lace Maker;

‘ £afon: Derxu Urala 4. 6.45, 9

Haifa 4, 6.43.

«

Amphitheatre: Kfll Mitchell; Armon:
Ssssnake; Atzmon: The Unglortous
Bastard: Chen: Grease 4, 6.30, 9;
Galor: Orca 10. 1. 7. Chuch Mull 12. 4,

9: Miron; The Girl from Pigalle;
Moriah: The Goodbye Girl 6.45, 9;
Grab: An Unmarried Woman 4, 6.30,

9; Ordan: Waterloo Bridge 4, 7, 9;

Orion: S.T.A.B.; Orly: Take the
Money and Run 6.43, 9: Peer: Pretty
Baby; Ron: Driver: Bhavft: Coming
Home 8.30. 9.13

RamaTGan 7.15.YAD
Armou: Grease 4, 7. 9.80: Hadar: Go-
ing Places; Lily: The Pocket Lover;
Oasis: House Calls; Ordea: The Bet-
sy: Rama: Far from the MA/Mt-ig
Crowd; Bamat Gan: An Unmarried
Woman.
Herzllya
David: Grease 4, 7, 9.15; Tiferet
Henllya: Thank God it's Friday 7.13,

9.19

HoIon
Migdal: Coming Home 7.15, 9.30

Fetah Tikva
Shalom: The Executioner 7.16, 9.30,
Tues. 7.13 only
Netanya
Esther: Diablo Menthe 4.30, 7, 9.16

First Programme

7.07 Morning Melodies
8.10 Morning Concert — Bach:
Brandenburg Concerto No.l; Haydn:
Cello Concerto; Dvorak: Plano
Concerto; De Falla: 3 Dances from
The Three-Cornered Hat .

10.05 Radio story
10.15 Elementary school broadcasts
10.33 Lesson In spoken Arabic
11.35 Music from Spain
12.05 (Stereo): Ron Porath, violin;

Miri Zamir-Capaouto. piano; the
Israel Philharmonic Wind Quintet —
TartIni: Violin Sonata In G Minor;
Grieg: Violin Sonata Op. 8; V.
Shlonaky: Divertimento for Wind
Quintet: Hindemith: Violin Sonata
13.00 Noon Concert — Bach-Walton:
Suite from the Ballet The Wise
Virgins: Elgar: Three Bavarian
Dances: Milhaud: Saudadea do
Brasil
14.10 Children's programmes
15.55 Notes on a new book
15.05 (Stereo) : Jerusalem 8ymphony
Orchestra — Haydn: Symphony
No.22 rLukas Foes); Tansman: Four
Movements for Orchestra (Yuval
Zallouk): Dvorak: Serenade for
Winds, Cello Sc Doublebass (Recht-
man)
17.15 (Stereo) : David Munroe and his

Ensemble
20.15 Music Magazine
21.00 Everyman’s University
21.30 Talmud Lesson
22.05 (Stereo): From the 1978
Lucerne Festival Nicolai Tehersp-
in: Prelude Op.4 (1399); Alexander
Tcherepnln: Triple Concerto (1931);
Ivan Tcberepnln: Hither and Thither
(1978) ; Alexander Tcherepnln:
Symphony No. 4 (1967)

23.23 (Stereo): The Art of Song In

Israel (part three)
00.10 (Stereo) : Musical Miniatures

Second Programme -

7.00 Ibis Morning — news commen-
tary
8.10 Good Morning — songs, chat
with Rivka Michael!
13.05 Midday — news commentary,
music
14.10 Stage and Screen— songs from
musicals
13.05 Sephardi songs— recordings of
a live performance
16.10 Any Questions
18.03 Free Time — Magazine on hob-
bles and recreation
18.43 Sports magazine
19.00 Today — People and event* In
the news
19.47 Bible Reading — Isaiah 11 , 12
21.03 Folk songs
22.03 My Father's Home (repeat)
28.03 Just Between Us — Gideon
Lev-Ary talks about current
problems with listeners.

Army

6.30 University on the Air — Tht,

Evolution of“Anti-SeraiOsiSHn Q€F :

'many
"

~

r

7.07 Alex Anaki presents selections

of music and items from the mor-

ning newspapers
8.05 IDF morning newsreel
9.05 Israeli Winter — three hours of

music, skits, jokes and news flashes

with Ell YisraeU
12.43 15 Minutes — political com-
mentary
13.03 Today's Favourite — songs

with a special theme
14.05 Two Hours — music and
cinema, and theatre reviews. Inter-

views and anecdotes
16.05 Another Story — songs from
childrens, stories (repeat)

17.03 IDF evening newsreel
18.05 Economics magazine
18.43 Hebrew Hit parade
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.33 University on the Air — Anti-

Semitism in Germany (repeat)

22.05 Tracks on the Road — analysis

of road accidents (repeat)

23.05 An hour with Noam Sheriff

00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat with

Omri Nltzan

VOICE OFAMERICA
NEWS SHOWS

1259 kiloHcrtz:
5-5 and 8-3.30 a.m. — Dally

breakfast sbow with news, popular
music and Interviews.

11-12 p.m. — News, analysis and
topical reports.
791 klloHertz:

9-8.30 a.m. — Dally breakfast show,
as above.

9-10 p.m. — VOA magazine, with
Americana, science and cultural
news, roundup of news.

flights

This schedule is subject to change without

prior notice. Readers are advised to call

Ben-Ourion Airport Flight Information,

(03) for 03S99U4 for m Al

flights only) for changes in times of
Arrivals and Departures.

THURSDAY

ARRIVALS

.0610 Air France 193 Hoag Koag. Bangkok.

Delhi. Teheran
1240 El Al 004 New York
lain Sabena 201 Brussels

1350 AUA 711 Vienna
1480 TWA 880 Kansas City. Chicago, New
York. Athena
1440 El Al 146 Mexico, Montreal, Zurich

1446 El Al 564 Teheran
1455 Lufthansa 604 Frankfurt
1515 Karalr 3136 Helsinki. Athens. Eilat

1525 TWA 800 New York. Paris

1640 THY 824 Istanbul
1645 Monarch 4043 Luton

1715 TWA 810 Phoenix, Chicago, Boston,

Paris. Rome
1725 BritanniaSPL E. Mid.. Birmingham,
Cardiff. New Castle, Glasgow, Athens
1800 Alitalia 746 Rome
1805 Swissair 332 Zurich
1815 Cyprair 802 Lamaca
1925 El Al 358 Frankfurt

.

1940 El Al 386 Rome
2050 British Air 576 London
2120 El Al 378 Copenhagen
2135 El Al 512 Johannesburg, Nairobi
2150 El Al 542 Athena
2155 El Al 828 Paris. Zurich
2200 El Al 316 London

Air France 132 Paris, Lyon

DEPARTURES

0650 El Al 563 Teheran
0700 Swissair 333 Zurich
0710 TWA 811 Rome, Paris. Boston,

Chicago. Kansas City. Los Angeles, San-

Francisco
0740 Air France 398 Paris

0750 Olympic 802 Athens 1

0800 El Al Oil London. New York 2:

0810 KLM 528 Amsterdam
0820 El Al 325 Zurich, Paris

0840 El Al 181 Rome, New York -

0850 British Air 577 London - :

T
-?

?

0900 El Al 015 London, New York "V
0910 TWA 881 Athens, New York :

0930 Air France 131 Nice, Paris

0940 El Al 877 Copenhagen -

1000 El Al 357 Frankfurt

1100 El Al 815 London
1200 El Al 385 Rome
1430 Sabena 202 Brussels

1440 AUA 712 Vienna

1660 Lufthansa 607 Munich, Frankfoft
1616 Karalr "333C Athens, H^lalhJd.
1680 THY 825 Istanbul

" "
"?

1710 El Al 541 Athens
1745 Monarch 4048 Luton
is9b Britannia Athena, Glasgow,

Castle. Cardin, Birmingham, B; MI45
1900 Cyprair 308 Iamera 7%

1920 Alitalia 747 Rome

This flight information is supplied by
Ben-Qurlon International Airport '

dination Centre.

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES

Jerusalem: Glvant, 12 Ha'art, SM7«-
Balaam, Salah Eddin.
Tel Aviv: Merkaz Hatzalon, 200 Ben
Yehuda. 242528.
Holon: Aasuta, 5 Trumpeldor, 858197 Bat
Yam: Halevi. 9 Balfour, 883042. Bamat
Gan: TaJplot. 80 Abba HUlel, 728554. Kfar
Shmaryahu: Kfar Shmaiyahu, Commer-
cial Centre. 930244. Netanya: Merkaz. 36
Herzl, 22739. Hadera: Tsalik, 37 Herbert
Samuel, 25023.
Haifa: Balfour, 1 Maasada. 662289.
Beersheba: Yona. Shikun B. S
77557.

’

Jerusalem: Bikur Ho lira (pediatrics).
Sh&are Zedek (Internal, obstetrics),
Hadassah (surgery, orthopedics,
ophthalmology, E.N.T.).
Tel Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics), XchUov
(internal, surgery).
Netanya: Laniado (obstetrics. Internal).
Haifa: Rambam (all departments).
"Enui" — Mental Health First Aid, Tel.
Jerusalem 69911. Tel Aviv 258311, Haifa
538888. Beersheba 82111.
Mlsgav Ladach: Open line 4-6 p.m. every
Monday answers' to obstetrics.

Magen David Adorn flrrt'aid oeabs*
open from 8 p.m. to 7 ajn. Xmsn
home caZls by doctors at flartTfatoii
Fund members should enquire
rebate.

Phone numbers: Jerusalem, Ikl A
Haifa — 101. Dan Region (Ramil t
Bnei Brak, Givataylm, Klryat Ooo)
781111.

POLICE ^ ^ |

nlng problems. TeL 02-33866.

I SUNSET-SUNRISE
Dial 100 la mot parts of the country in
Tiberias dial 024444, Klryat ShmnT1 || Sunset 18.85: Sunrise tomorrow 06.42

Asbdod 22222
Ashkelon 28888
Bat Yam 885586
Beersheba 78388
Eilat 2388
Hadera 22838
Holon 808183
Nahariya 928888

Nazareth 54333 ;
Netanya 23881 -

Petah Tikva 91882
Rehovot 054-51883

Rishon LeZlon
Sated 80888
Tiberias Mill

FTT
Notices in this feature are charged at IL86 per line plus VAT; insertion every day costa ILBOO per line plus VAT, per monttLiSa
accepted at offices 0/ the Jerusalem Post and all recognised advertising agents. -agsl

IL276 FOR EXPERIENCED tabulation
typist per work day! Work on the days con-
venient to you, in Interesting places. Weekly
paychecks. We pay National Insurance and
vacation. We are looking forward to seeing
you soon. "MANPOWER," 12 Ben-Yehuda
St.. Tel Aviv. TbL 03-298879 Sunday-Thursday
8 a.m . -2 p.m.

FEMALE (20) American college graduate,
speaks English, Hebrew, French. Spanish,
experienced manufacturing, tourist In-

dustries. seeks executive position public
relations or management areas. Call Susan.
Tel. 02-524619.

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum Exhibitions: From the
archaeological collections of the museum.
Objects of various periods and materials
not ordinarily on display. Aphrodite, A
Greek {Goddess. Hellenistic and Roman
sculpture of the Goddess of Love with an
anthology of Greek lpye poetry. Architec-
ture in the Hanukka lamp. From concept
to product: Bang.and Olufssn’a Design for
Sound. Development and production at
outstandingly designed electronic sound
equipment. Neolithic figurines from
Sha’ar Hagolan. Lasry-Baschet Bound
Structures. Works which are both sculp-
tures and musical Instruments. Picasso's
women. Childhood drawings and paintings
by Israeli artists (side by side with their
mature works). Exhibit of the Month. Or-
namented sugar cane. Engagement token
of Afghanistan Jews. Woven and Printed
Textiles. Design dept. Collection.
At the Rockefeller Museum: Two Egyp-
tian bronze statuettes of Imhotep (Egyp-
tian). Bronze figurine of Alexander the
Great. Prehistoric hunters' sites In
northern Sinai.
Visiting hours: Israel Moseum; Sun.,
Mon., Wed.. Tburs. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.: Tue. 4-

10 p.m.: Fri. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.; Sat. l0a.m.-2
p.m. Shrine of the Book, Billy Rose Art
Garden: Sun., Mon., Wed., Tbur. 10 a.xn.-5

p.m. Tue. lb a.m.-lO p.m.; Fri. and Sat. 10
a.m.-2 p.m. Rockefeller Museum: Sun. —
Thur. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.: Fri., Sat. 10 a.m.-2
p.m. Tickets tor Sat. and holidays must be
purchased in advance at the Museum.
Cahana or major Jerusalem hotels; In Tel
Aviv at Rococo, Hadran and Kaatel. Free
guided tours in English, Sun.. Wed., 11.00
a.m.. Tues. 4.30 p.m. from upper entrance
hall.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hadassah Tours
1. Medical Centre, in Klryat Hadassah.
Tours In English at 0, 10. 11 a.m. and 12
noon. leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge.
The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall Win-
dows — open to the. public from 1.80-4.00
p.m., Sunday-Thursday. Buses 19 and 27.
2. Mt. Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.30
a.m. to 12.30 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and
26. Tel. 818111.
3. Morning half-day tour of all Hadassah
projects, $6 per person towards transpor-
tation. By reservation only: Tel. 416333
Hebrew University, tours in English at 9
and ll a_m. from Administration Building,
Glvat Ram Campus. Mount Scopus tours
11.30 a.m. from the Martin Buber

Building. Buses 9 and 28. School of Educa-
tion bus atop. Further details: TeL 86480.
Emnnah — National Religions Women’s
Organ isation, Tourist Centre, 26 Rehov
Ben Malmon. Tel. 02-62488, 80620. 811588.
American Mbrachl Women. Free Morning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayeaod Street.
Jerusalem, Tel. 232758.

MISCELLANEOUS -.n- -

Jerusalem Biblical Zoo. Schnslier Wood.
Romema. Tel. 814822. 7.30 a.m. — 7 pjn. .-

Xol Aviv
MUSEUMS
Beth Hatefuteoth. The Jewish Diaspora,
past and present, presented by the moat
modern technology and graphic techni-
ques: Aims, slide shows, audio-visual dis-
plays, computer terminals, etc. In the ex-
hibition gallery: The last Jews of Radantl
— photographs by Laursnoe Salzman.
Visiting hoars Sunday, Monday, Thursday
10 a.m. — 5 p.m. ; Tuesday, Wednesday 3
p.m. — 10 p.m. Friday, Saturday; dosed.
Children under o years old are not ad-
mitted. Beth Hatefuteoth is located at
Klausner St., Ramat Aviv (entrance
through Gate 2 of Tel Aviv University
campus).
Tel Aviv Museum,* 27 Sderat Sh&u]
Hamelech. Exhibitions: Herzl In Profile—
Herd's Image In the fine arts. Construc-
tivism in the Art ol the 20th Century. Rudl
Lehmann 1903-1971. Hablmah 1918-1978.
Drawings.
Visiting Honrs: Sun.. Mm.. Tue., Tbur. 10
a.m.—10 p.m. Fri. 10 a.m.—2 p.m., Sat,
7—11 p.m. New Museum Building open
Sat.. 10 a.m.—1 p.m., entrance free.
CONDUCTED TOURS
Emunah — National Religions Women's
Organization: "Kaatel." 186 Rehov Ibn
Gabirol. Tel. 440818, 788942, 708440.
Canadian Hadassah-Wlzo Office, 118
Rehov Hayarkon. Tel. 227060, 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
ORT Israel: For visits please contact;
ORT Tel Aviv, Tel. 233231, 782291-2; ORT
Jerusalem, Tel. 533141; ORT Netanya,
Tel. 83744.

American Mlzrachi Women. Guest Tours— Te) Aviv — Tel. 220187, 243106.
Pioneer Women — Na’amat: Free tours.
See our socio-educational services. Call
for reservations, Te! Aviv. 08-256096.

MISCELLANEOUS
Hadassah Tonrisra Office, Room 304.
Sheraton Hotel, Tel. 03-289784.
Tour Va’aleh World Zionist Organization
Aliya and Absorption Dspt. "Meet the
Israelis’* — programme presented every
Thursday at 9.00 p.m, at the Tal Hotel in
cooperation with the Centra! Information

Office: panel of experts, and IsraattiBn,

(English dialogue). Everyone wstoase;:

admission free.

Haifa :~K
MUSEUMS
Visit the Haifa museums: Anctoat u*

Modern Art. 26 Rehov Shabtal Les£*
523255-6. National Maritime. TeL'
Illegal Immigration, TeL 586249. I

Tel. 644486. Japanese Art, TeL 88554.

Kats, Tel. 83482. Dagon Grain Call

Tel. 064221. Artists' House, TeL 5228flfci?

MISCELLANEOUS
Hadassah Tourism Office, Youth AliyaOfr

flee, 7 Palyam St. TeL 664876. .

What’s On In Haifa, dial 848846.

Rehovot .5,

The Weixmaim Institute open to
from 8.00 a.m. to 3.80 p.m. Visitors
to see film on Institute's research
tjvitles, shown regularly at 11.60 a.m.
8.00 pjn. Friday 12.00 a.m. only.
Tours of the Welsmann House every h*
hour from 9.00 a-m. to 8.30 pjn. and
noon on Friday. Nominal fee fora
to Weizmann House. *

.

For Toms of the House please book: .TO'
054-83230, 054-83328. y*'

igaaiiaiaga
NEW!!!

First time in Israel!

!

Mlndbendlng evening’s ente.
tnent — Cone and tkutf on
thetic ice, with real ice skates!!'

Open every day,
8—11 pjn,
Saturdays

9 11 p.m.

Entrance (for cars also),
the administration gate.

Buses 21, 28, 48, BZB, 528.

[EXHIBITION GROUNDS TeiA

Pavilion 29
re^-

TWGHN-QNE GR05SWQR
CRYPTIC PUZZLE Use (hc same dlasram for ellhrr thr Cryptlp or the Easy puzzle.

CHRYSLER CORDOBA. 1978, 4.000 miles,
standard equipment. ILZ90.000 + taxes. TeL
03-707754, evenings 03-717092.

UtS

~ the uaer>Oon 1. .

.

ACROSS m2
4 To belt in a way ttm may Bpr#
- bs fu I of spirit r6) 5—^ PH

—

7 it s well thought al 1 4. 4) '|
[

1

8 He's a imcch for Ronald and --
Arnold *6> ns

10 Get in contart for a loan 4

•5'
. 10 11 l7

I

13 Trundle ttie drums ? (4) I

14 Miriisd Sadleir's ql:l 141 fT
15 Grant pounds for .1 purpose I mV

(4)
16 Female of the ratsowary (3) HI 'r

17 Essentral pr>»Ua to an editor

19 Scon has one over (4>
Zl Tttrmoecn Junior 7 >3. X 1 .

23 Beaten hollow <4> pH -

24 Was misleading in song (4i 26 '

26 Talk on the manse, possibly

27 I go to the frrrat wtiji mm
M Walkers way <4» r’Tl I32 Crestore on the marsh, rn.iv-^ ^ _
be (41 BB51 IKS TC

33 Exclusive line in shrubbery IR
34 She's the same or a rum r” | 1

He <e> 1 I I L—

—

35 Learned how to nuke them Sign or a king '3'
grade «8» 16 H2 may irtherk 1

36 Girl bather, maybe «6l i^rta'n mm i3i

EASY PUZZLE
ACROSS DOWN'S^.

4 Give evidence (6) 1 Particle
7 Artistic arrange- 2 Severe 15>V
meats (8) 3 EaUnjj

8 Crockery Hems
i8)

19 Worries (5)
13 Vegetable <4)
1* Sort (4)
15 Cooking-vessels

(4>
16 Sleeping-place

(3)
17 Article (4>

3 Eatlnj
4 Tree. <

5 Haiti.
6 Meat pin.

.

9 Grantor a

11 What'* bn
131

12 Command

j

3)

13 Bewaila IT) .:

15 vigour c«
19 Astral bodr (4) 16 Nocturnal
!1 Fall-guv t9> . o> .

S3 Not Shiny i-ll 1g pair (81
14 Police Informer S Slri« off flj

:fi Drink slowly (3) =1 Plane juice
27 Drams of Honor 23 Vapour <3)

29 gUry organs g
32 Wages (4) 28 River animal?
33 Valuable 30 Meat JeHy

possession «5) ,,34 Loud b.tng (61 31 *****

35 Makes clear tav ** Coarse
36 Extortionate S3 Leaguerd

moneylender *«• l (4t
~

spoon w!
Noblemfl

with (4) 55 FjL soft, backward Gi i3)[Sonn
-MP-oons. 33. «BP* =»• wady. 30,

Omen. 32, Extended. 33. =

13 Scarlet llowcr rang (3,4)
33
tKPs fi&nrW5-«

f nal”tellM e
l
KWL -7 < Stamp- 2* Hasten. 28. Asked, 21.

rti.it* iiinnv . »--ji 'Cop. 30. Joms, 28. Rim. 30. Hods
"Ktuu.

.

* e'

SOLUTIONS TO TODAY’S PUZZLE TOMORROW
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isiness and finance

SL AVTV STOCKS

J* Shares, bonds and the

^tound all moving up
V jiy JOSEPH BJOItGENSTERN
^/jjvwlea) Port Finance Reporter

rVfc AWf.— Equities, index-linked

and the Israel pound oU con*

\sd to rise yertextbty-. eonfotm-

g obsorven who are not used to

""V- fog of then sectors moving
2AnJSsarda to imUon. rise of

V* sort t« per cent In the value of
t*WiV pound against the American

"iar hu created quite a stir in

metaldrdea Nooachaa coaseup
« plausible explanation, for this

>!: rejopmart so far.- (See- story; on-

rise of the Index-linked bonds,

ugh moderate, is more easily ex-

ined. Certainly there to no dtt-

Br^ ijty in cxplainteg the positive

ainj*^ veroent ot shares. All agree that

i?U price* of mazxy issues are fair, or
depressed, and thua offer in-

W'^t'rtllng capital gains opportunities,

Hl. jommerdal bank Issues continued
Mbs*1 move higher yesterday. In

prospect, the Big Three banks all

galnsof more than 81 per cent
He iBW, with HapoaUm the leader

h a 02.33 percent advance. Barr-
«%, & disastrous - index announce-
1hWBw%nt for December, duo early next

alt of the three major banka
1 have seen their shares out-

‘"^•w^tance the Index-IDS rose by two,
^Sle HapoaUm and Louinl each .

hed one point. Union Bank gained
points, to 417, but Mtorahl waa
to a gain of only half a point,

iwhssge hanks alao participated

‘tim Improving- market. Ampal
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108.8 MSA

1674 1874

1001 1061

JMZA M2.8

7708 778.4

87US 671.6

114.6 1144
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I9U 1*1

260 260
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430 420
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came through with a gain of 9.5 per
cent aa itsoared to 975. Carmel (B)

gained 18. to 385.

Insurance shares, on balance,
were mildly higher, as advances
were limited to a few points on the

upside. Phoenix 2L3 was a good
feature as the shares rote by 10, to

385.
' Delck (B) at 208 reflected a solid

gain of 54 per cent. Oil Exploration
of Pax was among the moat active

shares of the senion and rose by
three, to 161. Israel Cold Storage
mo, in moderately active trading,
gained 14. to 870. Lighterage, for the

third consecutive session, was
Mbuyem only" and was fixed accor-

dingly at 894.

Land development and real estate

shares alsowere higher. Sole! Boneh
rose by seven, to 680, while F&B ad-

vanced nine, to 388. Neot Aviv
sprinted ahead by about three per
cent, to 630.

' industrials earn*upwith scattered
and modest gains. Advancing shares
were generallyheld to gains of only a
handful of points.

Investment company shares were
led by a strong Clal group. The in-

vestment company waa the beet of

the lot with a 35-polot jump, to 023.

Clal Industries added on 13. to 333.

while Clal Real Estate was nine
higher, at 229.

Index-linked bonds moved ahead
gently, but along a broad front, with
maximum gains of one and a half per
cent.

'

Share Index, up &*85>. to 100.77

Property a Building 388 379
Zina 601 361

Mvbadrin 1872 1870

ZCP PtanUdoni 1830 1330

Neot Aviv . 630 632

Prt Or 623 920

RuKO «r» 271 270
Rtoco (ortS) 268 266Muhk
ABUnee 2303 3329

ZlCOXLSA 223 223
Electra IL3 302 300

Aiyuua lord) 293 269

AU "ET 184A 177
Bubek 7M 730
Elect. Wire A Cable 170 169.0

Teva 606 601

Fertilizer* 219 220
Rim tnd. 362 349
Hotter Textile* 374 874

Paper Mills ' 603 Ml
Anil 296-3 296-8

Neehuabtan ioso 1030

Elite 317 317

Shemen 2903 297.3

Fmtaram 96 M
Polgat 643 632

Elron IL2 467 464
Israel Petrocbem. (ord) 128 ' 129.3

bmtual CmpaSM
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Diacount Bank 374 374

Mizrahi 427 419

Bank Leuml 380 378

Plryon / 241.5 241.5

Jordan Exploration 439 404

Jordan Explo Warrants • .l^85 1785

Haiatila •” 495 481

Export - - 664 • 505
'

CSal Inv. 313 488

Clal Ind. 388 320

Clal Real Estate 229 220
FmIAOB
Nephta 701 703

Lapidot 875 860
Delek 306 290

Israel Electric 324 324

Pax Oil Exploration 161 138
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*T^)pts lose case over gov’t handling

pltmrt- dispute with Ethiopian Church
ae High Court uf Justice on

•mBbday rejected the application dr
jgSSJjeoptic Church inBoatJerusalem
I e Order the governmentto atop deal-

with the conflict between the
.. . ta and the Ethiopian Church. It

M T ' '
i rejected an applicationto return

T • • ' be Copts two chapels token over
,|,ihe Ethiopians in 18TL -

n
iree of the five judges ruled that

aajough the government had not'

T?k*tt*iceeded in solving the inter-

, , .hMirc** dispute In . the last seven
11

jilt
f8> it could not be accused of faH-

17 * to carry out ltsduty. The conflict,
P>o- t noted, waa a complex one, and
3.71 tired careful handling because of
U pJ8' political and international

^ gjgoi Wnifloations. •

gate- ie confUct between the' two
rM rches dates back to Ottoman

16. 358.5* .

IRI

'— A 32-member delegation
the Gaka Strip,, including doc-
department heads, agricultural

'

^-jellors and school managers,
erday visited the Weismann
iltute of Science, in Rehovot.

iZl^L FOHEICN OURBERCT
MJ1.78 -
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8.407$ UNI
9.0210 9.4860
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times. It came up in the early 1960a

under Jordanian rule, and waa
renewed in April 1970 when
members of the Ethiopian Church
took over the chapels of Saint
Michael and the Four Martyrs ad-

joining the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre and changed the locks on
the doors. Police were not called in.

The Coptic Church then complain-
ed to the High Court of trespassing
by the Ethiopians. The court ordered
police to allow the Copts to replace
the locks taken offby the Ethiopians,

but postponed implementation of

this until April 6, 1971, to allow the
government, if it saw fit, to in-

tervene in the dispute. But the
government, despite the appoint-

ment of.a committee to deal with the

issue, has not yet come up with any
solution. (Itim)

Plan to keep the
Swiss franc stable
ZURICH (UPI). — Switzerland,
backed by its enormous currency
.and gold reserves^ more than 530b.,

declared yesterday It will fight on
exchange markets this year to keep
the Swiss franc at reasonable levels.

The Swiss National Bank, in a for-

mal statement, said that in agree-

ment with the government it won't

place any limit on the growth of

money supply in 1979.

Instead it will centre policy on ex-

change market intervention to pre-

vent the franc from being pushed to

yet greater “unrealistic” and
"economically unjustifiable" high

levels.

Switzerland traditionally baa con-

centrated Its financial policy on

restraining the growth of money
supply in order prevent inflation.

HfVRMfflIHIIl KRANEIT BNtMNIII B.M.

KOSHER INDIAN CURRY, Wiener shnltzel and chopped liver like

mother made it are the specialities of four Vietnamese now working
at the Tel Aviv Sheraton Hotel. They were among the refugees pick-

ed up by an Israeli ship bast year. Mlnh, IS, (at left} Kim, Tuy. and
Nhut (not pictured) have been working in the Sheraton kitchens ror

several months.

IL gains another 5ag.
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By JOSEPH MORGENSTEBN
Jerusalem Post Finance Reporter

TEL AVTV. — The Israel pound dug
In its heels yesterday and struck
Against the U.S. dollar, with the net

result that It appreciated another
five' agorot. At about 1L18.60 to the
dollar It has recovered the value it

had exactly two months ago. In that
period the dollar gained con-
siderably against European curren-
cies.

But the German mark. In the two
months, appreciated by some 2.5 per
cent against the pound.
The American currency has per-

formed poorly against the pound. In
1978 the rate of devaluation of the

pound. In terms of the dollar, was
only 23.6 per cent, while against the

mark it was some 42 per cent, and
against the Japanese yen It was a
full 30 per cent.

Sources In the banking world,
however, are less than happy with
these unusual developments. "In an
economy like ours there Is no room
for the totally free interplay of
market forces. The Bank of Israel

should not leave exchange fluc-

tuations to the vagaries of the

market. If the banking community Is

not able to supply loans In local
currency, then businessmen will
take loans In foreign currency and
depress the exchange rate when they
carry out the conversions," stated
the source.
A diamond dealer was quoted as

saying that the government Is likely
to allow the strengthening of the
pound to go on for another week
before stepping in.

Yesterday's hectic action,
paradoxically, look place when the
dollar rose appreciably against
European currencies on Inter-
national markets.
Aware that American and oc-

casionally Swiss banks buy our
currency in cash notes. The Post
tried to find out whether any such ex-
port is actually taking place.
However, our sources indicated that
neither the "Gnomes of Zurich" nor
those of New York have been placing
any orders which could affect the
rate.

No one seems to be sure how long
the upward trend of the pound will go
on, but at least for the time being we
may bask in the glory of a
strengthening currency.

Getting paid for saving energy
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By AARON SITTNER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

If you are an industrialist — large

or small — you will not only save’

money by conserving energy, but

you will even be “paid” for your ef-

fort and outlay.

That offer comes from the govern-

ment through the Energy Conserva-
tion Administration, a unit of the

Ministry of Energy and Infrastruc-

ture.

Administration director Yoav Har-
paz told The Jerusalem Post yester-

day: "Regardless of a business' or
factory's size, it Is well worth the

while of tile operator to call upon us

to shoW film how to save on fuel and
energy costs.

"Not only will we furnish him with
professional advisers, but we will

also make available extremely at-

tractive loans for any investment in

labour and equipment he makes
towards reducing his fuel and energy
bills. And if he first wishes to ordera
professional. Independent energy
conservation survey of his plant, we

Technion wants

ministry’s building
By YA’ACOV FRIEDLER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — Technion President Amos
Horev described as ''scandalous"
the continuing vacancy of the six-

storey building that had housed the
Industry Ministry's Industrial
Research Centre located on the
Technion campus. He told 77ie
Jerusalem Post that the Technion
was willing to purchase the building
and its equipment from the ministry,
"and operate It forthwith for food
and plastics research."
The building has been empty for a

year, since the ministry closed down
the Centre and dismissed its 100-man
staff. Last month the ministry's
chief scientist. Prof. Arieh Lavie told
The Post he intended to reopen it

"shortly’’ for applied research in

plastics, rubber, paint and possibly
petrochemicals.
Horev said It would be useful to In-

vestigate the causes for the failure of

the centre, which was closed down
because the food and plastics in-

dustries it was supposed to serve did
not display sufficient interest. He
stressed that the purpose of an In-

vestigation would be to avoid future
mistakes.
He noted that while the centre had

withered, the Technion's own Food
Technology Faculty, situated near-

by, last year alone carried out IL5m.
worth of research for the food in-

dustry.
“I believe the Centre failed

because it did not maintain contacts

with the Technion," he stressed.

Higher property tax

rates in Tel Aviv

By MICHAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — Property taxes will

rise 65 per cent for living quarters

and 85 per cent for business
premises, while some businesses,

such as banks and insurance com-
panies, will pay a 100 per cent In-

crease from April 1, the Tel Aviv-

Jaffa municipality decided yester-

day.
The increase for commercial

properties is sharper because Tel

Aviv is the main business centre of

the country, municipal spokesman
Amikam Shapira said. However.
Since the municipality wants to en-

courage residents to stay In the city,

the Increase on residential quarters

Is five per cent lass than the 70 per
cent maxlmium approved by the

Interior Minlsty, he noted.

Those paying the tax In a lump
sum will receive a discount of 12 ii

per cent.

Mayor Lahat demanded a special

budget on the grounds that Tel Aviv
serves 850 thousand people dally

apart from its 350 thousand residents

who enjoy the city's services but do
not pay taxes.

;

will foot half the bill."

Annual savings of tens of millions
of pounds In energy expenses were
reported by four company represen-
tatives yesterday at a conference of
the Israel Energy Association, at the
Basle Hotel in Tel Aviv.
The executives were from Dor

Chemicals of Haifa, Perlclose Com-
pany of Arad, Miles Israel of Haifa
and the Dead Sea Works.

IAI has new
crop dusting

helicopter
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — The prototype of a
helicopter, to be used for crop
dusting, vfts described yesterday by
the Israel Aviation Industries, which
developed the machine for the Cen-
tre for Industrial Research and
Development.
Several tens of millions of pounds

were invested in planning and
devetoDln? this belicooter. Prof.
Arieh Lavie, chief scientist of the
Ministry of Industry, Trade and
Tourism, announced.
The helicopter provides special ad-

vantages over ordinary aircraft,
since It can take off and land ver-
tically. needs no airport, and can be
used to dust fields whose topographv
is difficult.

Gov’t pays ArMa
IL60m. a year

Post Knesset Reporter
The government considers regular

airline service to Eilat and other out-
lying development towns as a ser-
vice vital for the well-being of the in-
habitants and for the towns'
economic development.
This was stated in the Knesset

yesterday by Minister without Port-
folio Haim Landau, who is slated to
get the Transport portfolio. He was
replying to a motion for the agenda
by Moshe Amir lAlignment-
Mapami.
Landau said that the government !

had given expression to its policy by
;

awarding Arkia the exclusive nigh":

to maintain scheduled Internal
flights. The government also sub-
sidizes reduced fares for develop-
ment town residents.
The government pays Arkia about

IL60m. a year to cover these reduced
fares, a sum that is 23 per cent of the
airline's income from civilian
passengers.
Landau said, however, that Arkia

bore exclusive responsibility for
making whatever changes —
organization, commercial, and
operational — that may be called for
as a result of the anticipated political

changes In Sinai and the Negev.

New hotel to open
in Jerusalem
Jerusalem will acquire a new hotel

in August. The 120-room Ellon will
occupy the top eight floors of the new
Clal building on Rehov King George.
Laurence Adler, general manager

of Basel Hotels, which manages
three properties in Tel Aviv, all in

the four-star category, said that the
new addition to the chain will
provide an important link in Its

development programme. The Eilon
will be either three or four stars.

Output of Israeli worker
still among world’s lowest

By AARON SITTNER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Israel la still way behind In the
race for greater work productivity.
A comparative study just published
by the Israel Productivity Institute
sheds new light on the failure of
workers to narrow the gap between
output here and In other countries.
The new study — "Productivity In

Israel, an International Perspec-
tive" — compares various aspects of
a worker's production here with that
In 12 Other countries: Switzerland,
Sweden, the U.S., Canada. Den-
mark. Germany, Belgium, tne

Netherlands. France, Japan. Great
Britain and Italy.

Here are a few of the findings

:

• In 3977 the annual per-capita
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of
the Israeli worker was 53.250 — the
lowest among workers of all 33 coun-
tries reviewed. The highest per-
worker GDP was chalked up by the
Swiss, with S9.500 per man. followed
by $9,490 per worker in Sweden.

Closest to Israel was the Italian

worker, with a GDP of $3,460.

The hourly wage rate for in-

dustrial labour — also for the year
1977 — was lower in Israel than in

any of the other 12 countries. I:

averaged at $2.36 per hour, con-
trasted with $8.82 per hour ir.

Sweden. S8.40 in Belgium and $8.21 in

the Netherlands. The two next
highest, after Israel, were Great Bri-

tain, with $3.34 per hour for an in-

dustrial worker, and Janan, with

$3.97.

• According to productivity ex-
perts, there is a corr< lation between
per-capita worker output and the
ratio of labour force to population. Xr.

Israel, the civilian labour torea com-
prises about a third of the popula-
tion. This, again, is the lowest com-
parative figure among the 13 coun-
tries studied. Italy and the
Nctherianda both have a 35 per cent
worker-to-population participation
ratio while Sweden has 51 per cent,
Denmark 49 per cent and Japan 4S
per cent.

Slow devaluation and fast-rising

costs are hard on export profits

By MACABEE DEAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The failure of the
devaluation of the Israel pound vis-a-
vis the American dollar, to keep
pace with rising costs inside the
country has cut Into export profits.

Rami Gutt. director-general of the
Export Institute, yesterday told The
Jerusalem Post. He noted that since
the "Economic Upheaval" in Oc-
tober 1977. the devaluation of the
"floating Israel pound" had been
around 23 per cent: In the same
period, costs of manufacturing had
gone up by 67 per cent.

The spokesman for the Manufac-
turers Association noted yesterday
tha: in the last three months aione
manufacturing costs rose 15-18 per
cent, due to higher costs of labour,
electricity, water, fuel, and credit.

At the same time the relationship
between the dollar and the pound

remained stable.

The profits — and often the ability

to stay afloat and not lose money —
of exporters can be divided !m:>
several categories. Gutt noted.
Hardest hit were those manufac-

turers who bought raw materials ir.

Europe, where prices were high due
to the appreciation of mo9t of Lhese
currencies against the dollar, and
who sold their goods In the U.S. or in

dollars. About 60 per cent of ail

Israeli exports are in dollars.

However, those who bought raw
materials in Europe and who ex-
ported finished products to Europe,
came out much better. But those who
bought raw materials in dollars and
sold manufactured goods In dollars
also felt the “squeeze" strongly.

Those who had the good luck to buy
raw materials in dollars and sell

their finished goods In a hard Euro-
pean currency, came out well.

Tapline remains dormant
BEIRUT (UPI) — The Trans-
Arabian Pipeline (Tapline), dor-

mant since 1974 due to increased

competition from cheaper oil tanker

rates and strife in Lebanon, will not

be reactivated due to upheavals in

Iran, a Tapline spokesman said.

“Tapline is not pumping more oil

because of developments in Iran,"

said Tapline Beirut representative

Sohetl Ch&mieh.
"Whoever says Iran Is a factor in

Tapline hasn't got the facts." he

said. “The pipeline has nothing to do

with production. Even if Saudi
Arabia wants to increase its produc-

tion, It can do so in the Gulf and ship

from there. Besides, the maximum
daily capacity of Tapline is 500,000

barrels, which is only about 10 per
cent of Iranian production."

The pipeline currently pumps only

64,000 barrels daily for local con-

sumption in Jordan and Lebanon.
Tapline was founded in 1945 by the

Arabian-American Oil Company
grouping Exxon (then Esso). Tex-

aco. Socal and Mobil.
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The effect of each advertisement is measured by the
number of replies: it isn’t the number of words that
counts, nor the discount — when you want to do business,
there is only one worthwhile classified column — Haluah
Hakafui.

Note! Only through Haluah Hakafui does your advertise-
ment get record distribution in Israel’s three most impor-
tant and widely read newspapers ! ! — Haaretz, Yediot
Aharonof, and on Fridays, also In The Jerusalem Post (if

placed by Wednesday).

Only through Haluah Hakafui do you reach the most
aware and active people in Israel, people on whose reac-
tions you can rely, people with whom you will do
business ! ! j
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The economy vs Ehrlich
THE MOUNTING criticism of the government’s economic per-
formance — which by now spans the entire spectrum of political
opinion and affiliation — has in recent weeks produced a crop of
policy proposals Intended to prop up the faltering stature of the
Treasury and Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich.
The latest balloon which the Treasury has sent up into the

stormy atmosphere of public opinion is a proposal to impose a 5
per cent income surtax. The additional tax puts flesh on the
bones of Mr. Ehrlich’s statement that, as a result of the Cost of

Living advance agreed upon between the employers and the
Histadrut, he will have to siphon off the additional purchasing
power.
The proposal to raise direct taxes has already aroused a

furore — mostly, however, on the wrong grounds. The tax ad-
ministration opposes it because higher taxes will be more dif-

ficult to collect. Deputy Finance Minister Yehezkel Floxnin is

against it for the same reasons and because he believes that

higher tax rates will be an additional incentive for tax evasion.
Others, who are not motivated by self-interest, are opposed to

higher taxes on the grounds of equity: honesty in paying taxes,
they argue, will again be penalized.
There Is much truth in all these arguments, hut in the last

analysis they must yield before the urgent necessity to take
drastic, and immediately effective, action against the inflation

that is swamping the economy. Taxes must be raised not
because this is the most desirable and most equitable way to

combat inflation, but because it Is almost the only measure im-
mediately available.
The need to raise direct taxes is dictated by the fact that we

are now in the midst of a demand inflation that is also being
fanned to new heights on the cost side by Mr. Ehrlich’s policies,

and by his inability to reduce government expenditure.
Having abandoned the path of cutting government spending,

there Is nothing left but to raise revenues. A radical tightening
up of tax collection, at the prevailing rates, which is the most
desirable and most equitable way of increasing revenue, is un-
happily and at best a song of the future. Even the most deter-

mined assault on tax evasion, and the most energetic steps to

make the tax administration more efficient, cannot have im-
mediate results. But Inflation has by now become so perilous

that, unless immediate action is taken, even the most desirable
long-run policies have little chance of success.
The proposal to impose an income surtax Is therefore basical-

ly sound, although it undoubtedly increases the already out-

rageous discrimination against honest taxpayers, and especial-

ly against wage earners who are the only ones who pay as they
earn and cannot, with few exceptions, evade taxes.

But if raising tax rates is basically sound, the same cannot be
said of the form in which the Treasury proposes to do It. The in-

tended tax hike will he nominally proportional, with everybody
paying an extra 5 per cent on the income tax due from him. In
reality, it will be regressive. Companies and the self-employed
earn now and pay later. Wage earners pay immediately. The
semi-annual interval between adjustments of the tax brackets
(assuming that they will be adjusted again in April — a matter
that is still far from certain) significantlyerodes the take-home
pay of wage earners, but hurts the self-employed much less

because they pay, at best, only quarterly advances on their tax-

es.

The proposed surtax should therefore be made progressive.

The top marginal tax rate of 60 per cent is, after all, not a magic
figure, nor £s there any sanctity attached to any of the other

rates established by the Ben-Shahar committee in 1975. A
progressive surtax, rising with the basic tax bracket itself, can
be as temporary as the proposed flat 5.per cent tax. It can also

bring in as much total revenue.
Such a progressive tax will of course bite deeper into the in-

comes of the affluent, self employed and wage earners alike.

This is precisely what it should do.

It is, however, doubtful whether Mr. Ehrlich and his deputy,
who have showered some XL5b. intax reductions an the business

sector whom they purport to represent, will be able or willing to

pursue such a rational and equitable tax policy.

POSTSCRIPTS

A FORMER TEACHER at a Wizo
kindergarten has Just risen to chair-

man of Wizo Israel. Mlch&l Moda'l,

wife of Minister of Energy and In-

frastructure Yitzhak Moda'l, of-

ficially took charge of the organiza-

tion during its national convention.

Mrs. Moda’l would like to see the

organization add more services for

the aged Bind she believes Wizo can
-help with the problem of battered

wives and children.

"Volunteerism has to become
fashionable," she says, “to the point

where a woman who spends her mor-
nings in cafes or looking in shop win-

dows will feel a little ashamed. Even
though I'm an ardent Zionist, a sixth

generation sahra, I don't ask people

to volunteer to help others. I ask
them to do It for themselves, for

their children, for their
grandchildren — so they will live in a

better society."

WEST GERMANY'S neo-Nazi
radicals are becoming more militant

and belligerent, reports correspon-

dent John Domberg, from Munich.
A confidential police study, recent-

ly made public, indicates that
rightists are trying to obtain
weapons and explosives and, ap-

parently, are succeeding at it. The
study documents 18 cases recorded
during the past 18 months in which
machine guns, large stocks of am-
munition and explosives have been
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found during raids on neo-Nazi and
ultra-rightist groups.
Moreover, there are indications

that right-wing extremists, of which
there are reported to be some 18.000,

are adopting clandestine
organizational methods such as
those practised by the Baader-
Melnhof group's Red Army Faction
and its various "second-generation"
successor groups. They use a system
of small, tightly-knit cells with a
maximum of 10 members.

HOW DOES an Israeli businessman
keep trade secrets from his com-
petitors when he has to farm out
some of his work?
Noam Bloom, head of an

agricultural industrial company,
revealed at a press conference
recently that he had designed special
concrete blocks to house plants.
Fearing that some competitors
would steal his idea, he told the
manufacturer of these blocks that he
must not reveal anything connected
with them, since they were being
manufactured tor use In an atomic
reactor m Israel. 7.0.

SMALLPOX is judged to be
eradicated from the world.
However, to make sure, the World
Health Organization is offering a SI,-
Otto reward to the first person who
reports a confirmed case.
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Education Minister ZEVULUN HAMMER discusses the

elements of a Jewish education.
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AHEALTHY human Identity may be
characterized by three elements —
memory, action and anticipation.
Just as these may form an in-
dividual’s self-perception so, too. do
they Influence a people’s self-
perception.

Tradition obligates the Jew to

remember key moments of history
— like his people's suffering In

Egypt, the covenant at Sinai and
demonic evil as symbolized by
Axnalek. And it demands that the
Jew retain a vivid memory of the
major events that shaped Jewish
history.

The second feature of Jewish Iden-

tity Is Halacha, which provides the
framework for the daily activity of
the Jew and shapes his identity by
the acts and practices it enjoins on
the community.
The third feature is the vision of a

redeemed world — the Messianic
ideal. Messianism symbolizes our
people's belief that future social and
political conditions can be different

from those of the present and past.

War, destruction, exploitation and
hatred are not permanent features of

human civilization. Messianism
.reflects the hope and belief that
justice and love can become the

governing principles of communal
and personal relationships.

The past was not unrelated to the

building of character.

Jewish history was taught as a
personal drama. It expanded the
student's understanding of himself
by placing him in the broad context
of his people’s history.

THESE THREE components of
Jewish life — memory, action and
anticipation — must constitute the

framework guiding our philosophy of

Jewish education. Exclusive pre-

occupation with only some of them
leads to the weakening of Jewish
identity in the modern world.
Teaching Jewish history solely as

a chronological record of events
without emphasizing how memory
may become a catalyst for present
action undermines the traditional
Jewish approach to memory (In the
Jewish tradition, the past influenced
and inspired behaviour. "You shall

love the stranger," became a norm
of present conduct as a response to

the memory. "You were strangers in

the land of Egypt" (Deut. 10:19).

THE HALACHIC concern with ac-
tion lnfluencd the Jew's approach to
the significance of historical
memory. As already mentioned, a
people's identity grows out of the ac-
tions of its members. In the Jewish
tradition, action embodied the grand
Ideas of history and a vision of the
future. But dreams of the future and
memories of the past are not
themselves sufficient to shape a
community's identity. The character
of Jewish culture will not be
meaningfully defined by a rich past
or by prophetic dreams of a
Messianic future as long as they are
not realised in daily life.

A philosophy of Jewish education
which remains true to the spirit of
Halachlc action should reflect- the
following features:
Halachlc thinking, both in the

taimudic and post-talmudic
traditions, was characterized by an
involvement with details of conduct.
Undoubtedly, pre-occupation with
details may prevent one from grasp-
ing the broader significance of the
Law and the spirit behind it. But an
appreciation of the details la of
crucial importance, for concern .

with detail anchors ideals to reality.

The spirit of Halachlc attention to
detail should guide educators to

relate to the personal experience of
teachers and students for dis-
cussions of ethics and values.

Discussions of human dignity and
friendship should focus on how one
plays basketball or whether one tells

a friend who was absent from school
about the day's homework. Respect
for property and condemnation of

violence and theft should be related
to conduct during examinations.
The spirit of Halachlc details

should also force one to confront dai-
ly problems, not just what Is lacking

In the world. Halachlc details may
be a healthy corrective to un-

restricted flights of youthful im-

agination.
A second characteristic of

Halachlc thought is captured by the

well-known taimudic statement,
"Greater is one who acts because he

is commanded, than one who acta

though not commanded" (Avodah
Zarah 3a; Kidduahin 33a i. The spirit

behind this dictum implies a world
view where the sense of duty
predominates.
Though the Jewish tradition ap-

preciated voluntary actions and
spontaneity, "it preferred discipline

and structure as the basis of moral
life.

' The spirit of acting as the result Of

a command would lead education

towards a serious concern with

ethics. And concern with personal

realization would be placed within

the broader context of respect for

others. The notion of duty would heal

the spirit of ego-centriclty that all

too often pervades the modern
world.
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FINALLY, Judaism is a way of life.

It is reflected in the total spirit of our

educational institutions. In the way
teachers relate to students and res-

pond to their feelings, and in the

cultivation of intellectual honesty

and curiosity. A student grows not

only from textbooks and teaching

techniques but also from his

relationship with his teachers.
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Formal and Informal features of

the educational environment
challenge the imagination of those

interested in Israeli education. The
educator influences by his or her
total personality; the teacher serves
as a living model which the student
may strive to emulate. Without liv-

ing models which reflect values and
aspirations, education is flat and un-

inspiring.

An emphasis on action which Is cut

off from hope and a vision of the

future is vacuous. Action which is

unrelated to historical anticipation

can create the Impression that the

present conditions of history are un-

alterable.
A creative and critical attitude

towards the present grows from the

ability of a culture to Inspire dreams
of the future. Creativity grows from
the belief that something new is

possible- the motivation to create

and build something new develops In

a culture which has the courage to

believe in a better world.

JEWISH EDUCATION must face

the question, "How do we, who have
experienced the failures of so many
utopian schemes and ideologies, pre-

vent our people from sinking into a

cynicism that chokes the human
spirit and which mocks belief in the

possibility of positive change?"
Messianism must not be a mere

belief unrelated" to the present;

rather. It should affect everyday life

by providing the modern
with a critical posture to

reality.

History and memory, like

and anticipation, support the a
tion of critical intelligence by
ting to a reality other than the*^

sent. These two elements crat*;

meaningful dialogue between^,

present and the past. The pi

therefore, is subject to critical

ment in the light of botir

peoples memories and its dreamt
The education system we.

building must reflect, in same
the aspirations at Jewish hi'

For, historical rootedness
memory, concern with artlaalri

belief in the renewal of human
ty are necessary components of‘ijjj

philosophy of Jewish" educadottta
aspires to express the clasatcalM
of life of the Jewish people. 1

THE OPEC OIL sheikhs must be
gloating because the oil-consuming
nations tamely accepted their whop-
ping 24 per cent price increase, with
never a cross word.
But the Midas curse is on them,

and since everything they touch
turns to gold they will— like the fabl-

ed king — die of hunger.
In 1973. they priced the oil so high

that they created a world oil glut.

They didn't know what to do with
their new-found wealth, so they
recycled some of the petro-dollars In

Western investments, spent lavishly
on themselves, plowed back a chunk
Into internal development and
bought planes and tanks with much
of the rest.

Little of all this has worked out
well. When they raise their prices
and add to the inflation in consuming
countries they lessen the value of
their own investments. They also
have to watch the openingof new oil

fields spurred by the high price of
oil.

The effort at internal economic
development has thus far proved

Dealing with OPEC
MAX LERNER considers the alternatives to total subser-
vience in the face of OPEC wealth and strength.

futile. The weapons bought in the

West with the petro-dollars didn't

save the Shah's regime, and are un-
likely to help the Saudi

_

Arabian
rulers who may face a similar power
challenge.

AS THE OIL dollars pile up. and in-

vestment in arms and internal im-
provements grows, and King Midas
gets richer, the greater is the stake
in overthrowing him.
So what does Midas-OPEC do?

Having plunged this deep he plunges
deeper. He does the only thing he
knows how to do. He raises the price

again steeply. To show his muscle,
and assuage his doubts of his own

strength? To refill his treasury?
Probably all of these. Perhaps also

to get some extra dollars in order to
buy into the development of non-oil

fuels, which can serve as a hedge
against the time when the OPEC oil

reserves run low.
Can America do anything other

than He down supinely in the face of
OPEC actions? The usual answer is

that America is a helpless giant, con-
tent to take it and like it. It doesn't
have to be so.

The OPEC members, who use
power, also respect power. Answer-
ing their arbitrary decision-making
by a dialogue of power has evidently
not occurred to Jimmy Carter, who

Is concerned about Iran and has
cozled up to Saudi Arabia on the

Issue of Israel.

He ought to read a piece in the
current issue of "Harper's," called

“Ten Ways to Break OPEC," by
Craig S. Karpel.

ONE IS to stimulate the production
of non-OPEC world oil by any and
every means. Another is to abolish

the income tax "golden gimmick"
which operates In favour of
American oil companies blandly in-

volved with Arab oil. A third is to in-

crease and accelerate the size of the
U.S. stockpile of imported oil to a
year's supply.

A- fourth is to strengthen
bargaining position by lie

strategic exports to OPECn&t
fifth is to cut off arms sales to

members who raise their pri
cut their production arbi
sixth Is to limit, by govec
tion, the price at which foreign

could be imported into the UA H
rest of the armory of respbmm
just as formidable.

Note that none of these way*

ugly or sinister, and none la

the use of arms or troops. *

simply normal, resourceful
which America can exert
economic power at its disposal

If this is to be done it should

done now, as a warning-peasm
before the next price hike;jHhw
and strength It can be done. -3

Does Carter have the neryetoti

them against OPEC, or doek be^j

his savaging for use againstro
nation encircled by enemies?-

1

The author ie a loell-Jn

Washington colummist

READERS' LETTERS

SHABBAT TRAVESTY
To the Editor of The Jerusalem Post

Sir, — As a recent oleh. who was
involved for years In Orthodox
Jewish education In the United
States. 1 am appalled at the Shabbat
confrontation that has erupted over
the Ramot road.

Shabbat Is not some archaic, sec-

tarian taboo, violently imposed. It

must never be projected as a threat

to anyone. Shabbat is a profoundly
meaningful occasion for Introspec-

tion, reflection, prayer and social

communication, which appeals to

the deepest needs of contemporary
man. Travel on Shabbat is inter-

dicted, confining a man to his im-
mediate area, in order to promote
the sense of community with whose
members one joins in worship, study

and celebration. The beauty of the

Shabbat experience is com-
municated by example — in the
serenity and joy it brings to the lives

of its participants.

Israeli society, unfortunately. Is

too easily prone to allowing the en-

tire range of issues — whether
political, social or religious — to

degenerate into stubborn confronta-
tion. Our age-old values and in-

stitutions are intended to lend direc-

tion to our lives so that we may
transcend the tensions that divide

us. Cries of attack and counter-
attack aiong the Ramot road are a
travesty of the Shabbat peace In

which all of Israel has a share.
rabbi menahem Gordon.
Formerly Assistant Professor

of Judaic Studies,

YesMi-a University
Jerusalem.

SHOCKING
GENERALIZATION

JEWISH EDUCATIONIN THE DIASPORA

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir,— I was shocked to read Philip
Glllon's article of December 29 In

which he states that a secretary call-

ed for dictation is synonymous with

hanky-panky. Such a blatant, out-
right, slanderous remark against the
honour of all secretaries (Bind the in-

tegrity of the boss) can be con-
sidered nothing less than primitive,
narrow-minded, bigoted, and
irresponsible.

Perhaps Mr. Gilion and his
secretaries are hanky-pankying on
company time, but can he produce
enough secretaries to justify such a
generalization?

CARNAGE ON
THE ROADS

HOUSING IN
JERUSALEM

Jerusalem.

SUSAN L. KABAKOV
MIDGE GILLMAN
JUDY LEBOWITZ

To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post
Sir, — A group of representative

Jewish educators from five con-
tinents met in seminar with
members of the Institute for
Educational Curricula, Department
for Tora Education and Culture,
World Zionist Organization, on plans
and programmes for Jewish educa-
tion in the 1980’s at the Seminar Cen-
tre in Jerusalem, from December 23
to January 2.

The seminar and the Institute
were encouraged in their efforts at a
meeting with the Minister of Educa-
tion, who Indicated that his ministry
would shortly enter into direct sup-
port of Jewish education in the
Diaspora in cooperation with the
Department for Tora Education and
Culture.
The Institute for Educational

Curricula, established in 1977, has
developed ideas, approaches and
materials that are ready for dis-

semination and publicati
Although each member of.

Institute’s professional staff

experience with Jewish educ

the Diaspora, there was a neeh

at this point for direct inpa

Diaspora educators. Hene*
seminar in Jerusalem la

Institute members and <

from abroad reviewed and
,

materials and proposals in the

of curriculum construction,

"

and Hebrew language and 11

The long range goals
Institute include the develo]
a multi-track minimum
curriculum for Diaspora sc

the creation of challenging
materials for the key areas;

curriculum.
Dr. MORDECAI SCHN

National Com
Tora -

Yeshiva University-New J

\

Jerusalem. 1

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — May I add my support to

Pearl Gefen's letter of January 1
concerning the high accident rate on
the roads.
At the same time, may I point out

that the fault does not lie solely with
irresponsible motorists, but also to a
large extent with seemingly suicidal
pedestrians who do not look for on-
coming traffic until after they have
stepped blindly onto the road; and
cyclists who think that they are ex-'

empt from obeying any rules of the
road, cycling the wrong way at night
without lights. Any attempt at poin-
ting out such faults to them Is met
with indifference or abuse.

A. CANTOR
Haifa

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — In view of the critical hous-
ing shortage In Jerusalem, the sky-
rocketing prices and the prediction
reported in The Post of January 2

that the situation will get worse this

year, I hope the plan to move over 3,-

000 government employees from Tel
Aviv to Jerusalem this year has been
abandoned.

HOWARD BLAKE
Jerusalem.
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POP IN! FIRST TIME EVER

NOTICE
MEMSI, The Automobile and
Touring Club of Israel, hereby
gives notice of an Extraor-
dinary General Assembly to be
held at club headquarters, 19
Petah Tlkva Road, Tel Aviv on
Wednesday. February 23, at 5
p.m. On the agenda: Changes
in the club statutes as detailed
in the January/February issue
of the club's magazine.

While cooling, your heels

at Ben Gurion Airport

take steps to keep in

touch with Israel, fifty-

two times a year. How?
By reading The Jerusalem
Post Weekly international

Edition.

Pop into one of the two
Bronfman Bookshops in

the Duty Free Lounge and
subscribe on the spot.

Have a good journey.
Shalom.

You can play the Hanukka' game all year with our
beautiful glass tops exclusively created for the

Jerusalem Post Toy Fund Special Fund by Yehuda
Neker. Jerusalem's top glass blower. These char-

ming tops will long be spinning gaily for they are

collectors* items.

Thousands have already donated to our regular Toy
Fund. Other thousands have already purchased our
glass tops, and had their names and legends
printed in the daily Toy Fund lists. Give this
beautiful gift to your family and friends and help the
Toy Fund Special Fund for adolescent foster
children.

iLl

For fascinated spinning, give our tops for the
Hanukka game, or make our slim, flat surfaced top
a gift for a busy executive. The tops, in a variety of
colours, are specially packaged and so come with
full playing instructions.

Only S5 or IL80 including VAT (all profits
Jerusalem Post Hanukka Toy Fund Spedal

Complete this coupon and sand it today
’

ch*2"'J ordan accepted. Stock is very *— act quickly.
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•The terrible thing about the guest for truth la Uiat you find it." de Gourmont
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Social. Dance. Lecture: Joanne Y&ron: “The Feminist Movement In Israel."
Date: Thursday. Jon. ll, 8.00 p.m. Piece: Bell Hamlin. 30 Rehov Welzmann.
Doom close 9.30 p.m.

Ifyou’re single and lookingforgood company, dances, lectures and special in-
terest groups, join the V.LP.S, the English-speaking singles group. Wc art
roiunleer unit non-profit.

Sale of Tops and donations to ths Jerusalem Post
Toy Fund:
JERUSALEM
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Town office: Rehov Arietobulue (up from Cafe Alaska on Jaffa RdJ Himt
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Jerusalem Post. 11 Rehov Carlebach.
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